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Chapter 2
Design of Wind Turbine Blades

Malcolm McGugan

Abstract In this section the research program framework for European PhD
network MARE-WINT is presented, particularly the technology development work
focussing on reliability/maintenance and the models describing multi-body fluid
structure interaction for the Rotor Blade structure. In order to give a context for
the effort undertaken by the individual researchers this section gives a general
background for Wind Turbine blades identifying the trends and issues of importance
for these structures as well as concepts for “smarter” blades that address these issues.

2.1 Rotor Blades as a Common Research Topic

In order to meet its objective of strengthening the fundamental scientific work
within the multi-disciplinary engineering field of hydro-aero-mechanical coupling
in the wind energy conversion process, the MARE-WINT project was organised as
five cross-linked work packages in a common research programme. The first three
research work packages focus on the major structural components of the Offshore
Wind Turbine; Blade, Drive train, and Support structure. In addition to these inde-
pendent structure based work packages, there were two consolidating technology
based work packages focussing on Reliability and Predictive maintenance, and
Fluid–Structure interaction. In this way the goal of integrating multiple disciplines
was to be achieved. This concept is visualised in Fig. 2.1 where the three vertical,
structure-based Work Packages, are connected by the two horizontal technology-
based Work Packages.

Work Package 1 is the focus of this chapter and concerns the challenges for
offshore wind turbines with regard to the rotor blades, as well as proposing an
innovative response to address these. Within the network two researchers were
allocated within Work Package 1; Gilmar Pereira, based at the Technical University
of Denmark (DTU) and Vladimir Leble, based initially at the University of
Liverpool, and later at the University of Glasgow. In addition three researchers in
the network allocated within Work Packages 4 and 5 conducted work at the nexus
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Fig. 2.1 Diagram showing the cross-linked MARE-WINT Work Packages

between their technology area and the blade structure. Borja Hernandez Crespo,
based at The Welding Institute in Cambridge, worked on Reliability and Predictive
Maintenance for the blades, and Alexander Stäblein worked with wind turbine blade
Fluid–Structure Interaction models at DTU Wind Energy, as Javier Martinez Suarez
did at the Institute of Fluid-Flow Machinery in the Polish Academy of Sciences.

In Work Package 1 the structural and fluid dynamic investigations on the rotor
blade are approached by numerical and experimental methods. Within the work
package individual projects were developed, the first considering the behaviour
of the composite material (particularly when in damaged condition) within the
blade structure and the use of embedded sensors to detect this behaviour, and the
second describing structural behaviour and rotor performance in Computational
Fluid Dynamics models, including the use of leading and trailing edge flaps to
modify this.

These activities cross-link with the combinatory horizontal work packages (4
and 5) by providing, among other things, structural health information to the
reliability and predictive maintenance work package, and input to the fluid–structure
interaction models developed for the entire turbine.

In Work Package 4 the prime consideration is the economic efficiency of an
offshore wind farm as depending upon the individual turbines availability and
reliability. For the blades this involves the study of the various damages observed
in service, and understanding their root causes and criticality with respect to
operational lifetime. Detecting damages that initiate and propagate during service
is not straightforward and developing inspection technologies alongside remote
sensing systems is a key part of the future optimisation in this area.

In Work Package 5 the structural description of the various Offshore Wind
Turbine components are combined with flow models in a fluid–structure interaction
description of the complete system. The key task involves identifying and integrat-
ing the various aero/hydro loadings and their effect on the structural responses,
particularly any coupled effects. Of the three researchers in Work Package 5,
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two worked specifically on the complex blade structure. The areas of interest
here include the use of twist-coupled aeroelastic blades to achieve structural load
reduction at high wind loads, and the development of flow control technology for
advanced blades.

In order to provide a common platform for the different Work Packages, a
reference model was agreed as one of the first deliverables within the project.
Described by Bak et al. (2013), the DTU 10 MW reference wind turbine
was developed by DTU Wind Energy together with Vestas Wind Systems as
part of a collaborative research intended to create the design basis for the
next generation of wind turbines. As such it is an ideal, publically available
reference for MARE-WINT to work on the optimisation of large offshore wind
installations; and indeed many of the inputs within this chapter use this shared
reference.

2.2 General Background for WT Blades

Access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy is one of the 2030
targets for the United Nations (UN 2016). This requires a substantial increase in the
share of renewable energy within the global energy mix, and wind is a prominent
part of the solution if the world is to achieve such a target. The potential for
offshore wind energy is enormous with industry projections in Europe showing
an increase from 5 GW in 2012 to 150 GW in 2030 (European Wind Energy
Association, Fig. 2.2 (EWEA 2016)). By moving to offshore sites the Industry can
establish larger wind farms with turbines of a size that would not be easily accepted
onshore where land use is at a premium. In addition to this, the quality of the wind
resource is greatly improved away from the effect of land contours, forests, and
so on.

However, moving such a large portion of the industrial production capacity
offshore is a major challenge. The environment offshore can be extreme and requires
a more robust and durable design for all components, access is expensive for
establishing and maintaining production offshore, and support structure designs
for deep water sites are yet to be proven commercially. At the European Wind
Energy Association conference in 2014, the delegates were warned that without
a reduction in energy costs corresponding to at least 40 %, offshore wind could
not persist in the current energy market beyond 2020 (EWEA 2014). While costs
for onshore wind are already competitive, targeting a reduction in the cost of
energy offshore was vital if the ambitious political and industrial targets are to be
achieved. It was further observed that initial offshore developments were based on
technology from the offshore oil and gas supply chain which is driven by a need to
maximise production, rather than by cost reduction. The solution agreed was for a
more focussed investment in research and development that produces innovations in
logistics, transport and operation.
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Table 2.1 Comparison
example between commercial
turbines developed by Vestas
in 2000 and 2015

Year Manufacturer (rotor diameter) Effect Tip height

2000 Vestas Wind Systems V52 2.5 MW 70 m
2014 Vestas Wind Systems V164 8.0 MW 222 m

One of the most eye-catching developments in the wind energy industry over the
last 15 years has been the increase in the size of the turbines being manufactured
with new turbine designs consistently providing larger turbines with higher power
ratings, as shown in Table 2.1.

As the rotors become larger, the industry has relied on improvements in blade
structural design, manufacturing processes and material properties in order to meet
the requirements for ever longer blades that remain light-weight, strong and stiff.
It can be argued that the blades present the most challenging materials, design
and engineering problems being a complex, anisotropic material in an aerodynamic
structure that is subjected to continuous dynamic loadings of a combined and non-
uniform nature over long periods of time. These operational requirements and
conditions lead to materials that must exhibit a high stiffness, a low density, and
long fatigue life.

Material performance criteria therefore identify fibre reinforced polymer com-
posites as the prime candidate for rotor blades. Here the stiff fibres (usually glass,
sometimes carbon) are aligned in the primary load directions within a cured matrix
of resin (usually thermosetting polyester or epoxy). The processing technology for
such material (whether pre-preg, resin infusion, or wet layup) involves considering
the material properties, design approach and manufacturing process as an integrated

http://www.gwec.net/
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issue as already at this stage the characteristics of the material (and hence the
behaviour of the final structure) are determined. For example, in longer rotor blades
the reinforcing (stiffening) fibres must be aligned along the length of the blade,
but with sufficient understanding of the out-of-plane properties and weak laminate
interfaces and bond lines so as not to generate problems with durability when the
complex combined loads are encountered.

Blade design combines a relatively thin shelled aerodynamic profile supported
by a longitudinal beam or webs which carry the bulk of the structural load. The
blades are heavier at the root section and taper towards the tip to match the load
distribution in a cantilever beam structure and maintain the allowed material strain
levels. Industry demands have spurred improvements in design with an optimised
aerodynamic profile, relative reduction in weight for longer blades and integrated
bend-twist coupling into the structural response.

For much more on material and structure requirements for wind turbine blades
see Brøndsted and Nijssen (2013).

The design philosophy for rotor blades (as with all fibre reinforced polymer
structures) began with large safety factors and addressing simple issues of linear
elastic behaviour. With time, as knowledge about the materials, structural behaviour
and manufacturing approaches increased (coupled with the pressure to make more
daring multi-MW designs) it became possible to adopt more advanced structural
design approaches. The development in light weight structure design is nicely
illustrated in a general way by Braga et al. (2014) and here we see that an
implementation of “smart” structure technology is the anticipated innovation to
supersede the current state of the art not only for offshore wind turbine blades, but
also in other industries where polymer composites are utilised.

Recent trends in the wind energy industry can be summarized as follows:

• A rapid increase in the level of installed capacity world-wide
• An increase in the physical size (dimensions) of the structures
• An increase in the size (number of multi-MW turbines) of individual wind farms
• A tendency to place these wind farms offshore
• Higher industry requirements for reliability, safety and easy maintenance
• A strong focus on a reduction in the cost per “unit” of energy produced
• New materials, designs, and production methods continuously adopted

2.3 Innovative Blade Concept

As the most effective way to increase the power produced per turbine is to make
each turbine bigger, we now have an industry that manufactures extremely large
rotor blades using low-cost fibre composite material and low-cost manufacturing
methods. A consequence of the components in a wind turbine blade being so large
(in some companies almost the entire structure is manufactured in one piece via
resin infusion of dry laminate layers), is that there is little scope for improving the
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performance of a finished blade by rejecting parts that do not meet very high quality
standards. This is because the low-cost manufacturing approach demanded by the
industry makes manufacturing a “perfect” blade challenging, and parts thus rejected
would be too costly to simply discard.

Instead the situation is that each blade has a unique set of “variations” (we might
call then defects) from the intended “perfect” design; these are then more or less
mitigated with repair technology before leaving the factory. And in operation the
specific load profile will also vary for each turbine. Without detailed information
about the distribution of structural/material defects and repairs present, combined
with detailed loading and response history for each blade, it will be impossible
to make accurate predictions about the lifetime performance of these blades
individually; only a generalised probability analysis is possible. And prescribing
regular manual inspection is neither an economical nor technically efficient solution
to control the health of the structures as for large offshore farms this would be both
costly and difficult.

Having an isolated understanding of the individual stages in the wind turbine
blade operational life, such as manufacturing, operational, emergency situations,
repairing, etc., is therefore not enough to achieve a smart wind turbine blade
concept. Rather knowledge of how each stage interconnects with the processor and
successor, and the impact of a change in any of the properties to the individual
wind turbine blades operational life is required. The traditional Mono-Stage design
and methodology, as shown in Fig. 2.3, is no longer applicable to match this
requirement; especially as blades become larger, more complex and expensive to
manufacture, more information feedback is required to maximise their lifetime and
improve processes.

Thus, methods to measure and evaluate structural integrity and operational
parameters through all the wind turbine blade life stages need to be implemented
from the design stage (McGugan et al. 2015).

The smart blade design and methodology is shown in Fig. 2.4. The presence of
sensors integrated in the structure since manufacture will provide feedback at each
stage of the structure life time. For example, if during an extreme load a change in
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Fig. 2.3 Life stages of a wind turbine blade: traditional design methodology
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Fig. 2.4 Life stages of a wind turbine blade: “smart-blade” design methodology

the material stiffness is detected, caused by delamination or a crack in the adhesive
joint, the wind turbine operation limit can be decreased based on this information.
This will enable the structure to operate safely until the next repair action, continue
to generate energy, and minimise monetary loses.

Structural Health Monitoring is a well-known engineering area concerned with
assessing the current state of a specific asset in order to ensure proper performance.
It has the perspective to function both as an automated (and remote) maintenance
and inspection process, as well as a “smart” structure feedback allowing activation
and response based on condition and environment.

The novel approach proposed is thus that blades are allowed to contain defects
and develop stable damage under operation as under the current “passive” damage
tolerant design philosophy. But the implementation of structural feedback from the
embedded sensors and active response is combined with improved damage tolerant
materials and design methods in order to expand the current design philosophy and
include SHM and applied fracture mechanics from the initial concept. This allows
a design that ensures any defects present cannot develop into unstable damage that
leads to blade failure. Furthermore, a full life-time perspective is given that enables
a holistic optimisation of the structural resources.
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2.4 Operational Concept

Many industrial sectors share similar ambitions regarding polymer composite struc-
tural materials, structural diagnosis, and development of prognostic approaches.
However each one differs in how they intend to exploit the new technology and
apply the new developments. The different expectations and priorities across the
sectors will influence the entire design, processing, and maintenance line. For
example, the aerospace sector can be characterised by polymer composite structures
that are high cost material and high value structures, whereas the wind energy sector
considers the rotor blades as low cost material and high value structure.

In practice this means that a common “toolkit” of deliverables and work areas
exist for defining a physics-based polymer composite structural component life
analysis that can be investigated by researchers and industry across different sectors.
However from this “open-source” framework, sector specific implementations will
then be developed.

The upper part of Fig. 2.5 shows the concept of a blade structure operational
lifetime being “consumed” during its’ use in a more or less controlled and
progressive manner throughout the planned service life. The usage depends on a
loading input which is monitored and understood and in some cases controlled
(active management) to a greater or lesser extent.

This control could be in the form of a simple measurement of wind speeds and
a calculation of the resulting aerodynamic loads on the structure which provide
a “cut off” wind speed above which the turbine should not be permitted run (in
part to avoid overload situations). Progressively more advanced turbine control
systems can include passive bend-twist blade designs, an active control of pitch and
leading/trailing edge settings combined with turbine specific in-flow measurements

Fig. 2.5 Health Management Concept for future Innovative Rotor Blades
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to allow for load alleviation from tower shadow effects, shear loads, turbulence, and
so on. The degree of structure control available will define the quality of the load
spectra applied and specify the risk of stochastic peak loads that can progress (or
initiate) damage. The greater the degree of control, the more availability a damaged
structure can exhibit. The availability of a distributed in-situ load monitoring
capability will enhance aerodynamic load control options.

Moreover, combining Structural Health Monitoring with other inspection tech-
nology will detect and characterise localised damage for each structure, generating
a “damage map” for each wind turbine blade with local and global damage models
communicating to define critical (and sub-critical) failure criteria. A prognosis
tool based on the local forecast of operation can propose the suitable structural
sustainment action:

• an unaltered operation (exploiting the passive/designed damage tolerance capa-
bility of the material/structure)

• a modification of the structure control settings to limit load conditions that risk
progressing damage (a “safe flight” operation)

• an operation of the structure that will allow a progression of damage but in a
stable regime allowing repair to be scheduled for the next available maintenance
period

• or an immediate stop pending critical repair

In all cases the target for the individual structures is to meet the planned service
life whereupon “problem” structures can be decommissioned and the remainder
assessed for the feasibility of an extended operational lifetime. The updated database
of structural integrity information generated by this process improves the decision
making regarding which structures can be safely licensed for continued operation
and those that need to go to refit, resale, or recycling.

2.5 Research and Development Work Supporting
the Concept

The work carried out by the MARE-WINT researchers associated with Work
Package 1 supports the implementation of this new operating concept for wind
turbine blades across a broad area of material and structural advances. Each area
of research and development is a valuable and acknowledged area of technology in
and of itself and includes failure and damage mechanics, new sensing techniques,
load spectra monitoring, characterisation of structural damages, data acquisition and
analysis, handling environmental effects and other sources of uncertainties, residual
properties prognosis, and the assessment of various maintenance and damage
mitigation actions. The challenge for the adoption of innovative blade concepts is
to combine the many fields into a multi-disciplinary technology within the minds of
the next generation of designers and engineers.
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This idea of a set of independent technology platforms that can be combined to
support a specific “smart” design concept is illustrated in Fig. 2.6. Note that the
names of the technology platforms are illustrative only and far from exhaustive.

In Chap. 3 the topic of damage in composite materials and structural failures
in the blades is discussed. In conjunction with the deepening understanding of
the causes and effects of these, technology developments are also underway to
provide remote sensing solutions and release the pressure on manual inspection
procedure. Monitoring this degradation of structural material via manual Non-
Destructive Inspection (NDI) during the service lifetime is an expensive, hazardous,
and inefficient proposal for offshore wind farms. Therefore, integrating various
robust and inexpensive remote sensing technologies and developing them to detect
the most common and/or most critical of in-service failures is a clear target
for research groups. The demands for improved material performance to achieve
the structural designs for extremely long multi-Megawatt blades has propelled
research in composite material fabrication, minimising imperfections and improving
understanding of the behaviour especially in damaged condition. Crack propagation
sensing techniques using embedded fibre optics are described in Chap. 4 and these
offer a tool for optimising structural bondlines, and the remote monitoring of known
damages (active damage tolerance).

In Chap. 5 the potential for blade design tailored to twist upon deflection and
thus enjoy a passive load reduction capacity is explored; and the analysis and design
of such blades that can safely exploit this effect at regions along their length whilst
maintaining required structural stiffness is proposed. In Chap. 6 the development
of flow control devices is described as designers seek to optimise performance for
the rotor and researchers deepen the understanding of complex flow control cases.
And in Chap. 7 the modelling of active flaps on the leading and trailing edges of
the blades is described suggesting that a localised effect on the load distribution can

http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-39095-6_3
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-39095-6_4
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-39095-6_5
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be effected in-service, possibly eliminating adverse effects caused by tower shadow
without generating any additional pitching moment.

Each area of research contains innovative aspects involving new approaches that
improve on existing blade design procedures in a sustaining manner. Improving
the sensor implementation via more robust and price competitive systems, better
analysis tools, a deeper understanding of material and structural behaviour and
degradation processes, ameliorating flow control devices, and providing assessment
of designs for passive and active load alleviation.

These are all advances that are welcomed by an industry working to reduce Cost
of Energy for offshore wind farms in the short term. However the greatest advance
possible comes from a disruptive implementation of the new technology in a fully
realised concept for structural sustainment. This essentially establishes a new rela-
tionship between the owner and their assets. This concept involves using permanent
on-board health monitoring systems within a holistic management/control approach.
It is a complex and multi-disciplinary field that has not been (and in fact cannot be)
addressed by advancements in research alone.

Its realisation faces numerous training and research challenges; the main training
challenge is the lack of young research scientists and engineers possessing the skills,
research experience, and multi-disciplinary background required for undertaking the
demanding research tasks of integrating, supporting and maintaining the innovative
holistic structural health management systems and to propel their application in
wind energy and other industries. The main research challenge is to focus and
coordinate research in the previously mentioned fields to address technical voids
which hinder the integration of the envisioned holistic approach. Training networks
like MARE-WINT are successful in overcoming such challenges.
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Chapter 3
Damage Sensing in Blades

Borja Hernandez Crespo

Abstract This chapter is divided into three parts; the problem, possible solutions
and the chosen option to address the problem, which is my PhD topic within the
project MAREWINT. So firstly, the chapter presents an overview of the typical
damages that a wind turbine blade can suffer during its life operation. Then, a review
of different Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) techniques which are currently
being investigated for wind turbine blades is presented. Finally, the chapter provides
the state-of-the-art of Guided Wave Technology in composite materials; where
different aspects of this SHM technique are explained in more detail.

3.1 Introduction

Wind energy is an important renewable energy source which has gained high
relevance during the last decades. Different countries have released plans to invest
in wind energy in the future years; such as the USA that will generate 20 %
of the country’s electricity from wind power by 2030 or Denmark that have set
the targets of producing 50 % of the power from the wind by 2020 and also of
making Denmark completely free of dependence on fossil fuels by 2050. So, the
use of wind power is not expected to decrease within the next decade (Márquez
et al. 2012). The trend is to manufacture bigger wind turbines and deploy them
offshore. These new wind turbines have around 6 MW power output, 120-metre
height tower and 80-metre long blades. They are designed to be operating in rough
conditions in difficult-to-reach areas. Therefore, the deployment of Structural Health
Monitoring (SHM) techniques becomes essential in order to assess remotely the
integrity of the structure. The advantages of using these techniques are many (Schulz
and Sundaresan 2006), such as reducing expensive costs for periodic inspections
of turbines which are hard to reach, prevention of unnecessary replacement of
components based on time of use, or minimizing down time and frequency of sudden
breakdowns.
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3.2 Structural Damages in Wind Turbine Blades

Wind turbine blades are composed by composite materials, mainly glass fibre,
carbon fibre, balsa wood or foam, in order to improve efficiency by increasing the
strength-weight ratio. The structure can be represented as a rectangular beam formed
by the upper and lower spar caps and by two vertical shear webs, providing bending
stiffness and torsional rigidity in order to withstand all the loads applied on the
blade. The aerodynamic shape is given by two shells joint to the spars at both sides.
Highly-toughness adhesive is used to bond both shells to each other at the leading
and trailing edges, and also to join the shear webs to the spar caps. The outside of the
blade is covered by a gel coat to be protected from ultraviolet degradation and water
penetration. Typically in offshore wind turbine blades, the spar caps are formed by
a thick laminate of glass fibre or glass/carbon hybrids, while the shells and the shear
webs are sandwich panels composed by glass fibre skins and a thick foam or balsa
wood core.

All those structures are susceptible to be damaged since they are continuously
in operation under cycle loads in harsh environments. Structural damages, such as
debonding or delamination, can be potentially generated in a number of ways.

• Leading Edge Erosion: It is a damage produced by abrasive airborne particles
which impact and erode the leading edge, especially affects the region close to the
tip where the velocity is higher. This erosion modifies the aerodynamic shape of
the blade reducing the aerodynamic efficiency and hence, the power production.
It also creates delaminations along the leading edge (Sareen et al. 2014).

• Lightning: The blades are the most vulnerable parts of the wind turbine to be
impacted by a lightning. Currently, all blades have in place a lightning protection
system to reduce as much as possible the damages generated by the impact, since
otherwise the blade could be destroyed. Although it is common to have damages
and cracks around the point of lightning attraction (Cotton et al. 2001).

• Icing: It is the accumulation of ice on the surface of the blade due to the
combination of particular climate conditions and low temperature climate (Cattin
2012). Several problems can be caused by icing, such as the complete stop of the
wind turbine due to highly severe icing, the disruption of aerodynamics with
a reduction in energy generation or the increased fatigue due to imbalance loads
caused by the ice mass resulting in a shortening of the structure lifetime (Homola
2005).

• Fatigue loads: Wind turbines are designed to be in continuous operation an
average of 20 years. During this time, blades are permanently withstanding
cycle loads which could lead in the creation of incipient damages due to fatigue
mechanisms and then consequently their propagation till the collapse of the entire
structure.

The different types of damages that a wind turbine blade can suffer during
operation are reviewed in (Debel 2004) as follows. In Fig. 3.1, they are represented
for further clarifications.
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Fig. 3.1 Sketch of the different types of damage that can occur in a wind turbine blade (Sørensen
et al. 2004)

• Type 1: Damage formation and growth in the adhesive layer joining skin and
main spar flanges (skin/adhesive debonding and/or main spar/adhesive layer
debonding)

• Type 2: Damage formation and growth in the adhesive layer joining the up-
and downwind skins along leading and/or trailing edges (adhesive joint failure
between skins)

• Type 3: Damage formation and growth at the interface between face and core
in sandwich panels in skins and main spar web (sandwich panel face/core
debonding)

• Type 4: Internal damage formation and growth in laminates in skin and/or main
spar flanges, under a tensile or compression load (delamination driven by a
tensional or a buckling load)

• Type 5: Splitting and fracture of separate fibres in laminates of the skin and main
spar (fibre failure in tension; laminate failure in compression)

• Type 6: Buckling of the skin due to damage formation and growth in the bond
between skin and main spar under compressive load (skin/adhesive debonding
induced by buckling, a specific type 1 case)

• Type 7: Formation and growth of cracks in the gel-coat; debonding of the gel-
coat from the skin (gel-coat cracking and gel-coat/skin debonding).

Ciang et al. (2008) also presented the most likely locations of the blade where
damages can appear, which are at 30–35 % and 70 % of the blade length from the
root, the root of the blade, the maximum chord area, and the upper spar cap/flange
of the spar.
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3.3 SHM on Wind Turbine Blades

The value of the blades is around the 15–20 % of the total costs of the wind turbine
(Li et al. 2015a, b), thus the blades are critical parts that need to be monitored
in order to ensure the cost-efficiency of the entire structure and its integrity.
Currently, the blade assessment is based on costly periodic manned inspections.
The techniques used are visual inspections and manual tapping tests, which require
highly experienced experts. These techniques are not able to detect internal damages
at early stages, so different NDT and SHM techniques have come out to fill this
gap. In the following, current SHM techniques applied to wind turbine blades are
presented.

3.3.1 Modal Analysis

This technique is based on the analysis of the dynamic response of the wind turbine
blade during operation. The modal parameters extracted from the structure, such
as frequencies and modal shapes, are directly related to the physical properties of
the blade, such as mass and stiffness. Therefore, the analysis of modal parameters
will detect variations in the physical properties, such as stiffness reduction caused
by incipient damages or mass increasing caused by icing. In order to apply this
technique, it is required to induce an excitation over the structure. Ideally for a
SHM application, it would be preferred to use an ambient energy during the normal
operation of the wind turbine, such as the blade vibrations caused by the wind
turbulence which has been proved that excites a wide range of blade modes (Yang
et al. 2014; Requeson et al. 2015). Other excitation sources used in this analysis
are external shakers or embedded actuators which usually provide better results
since a well-distributed excitation is created over the entire structure and also a
flat spectrum is generated in the desired frequency range. To monitor the modal
responses accelerometers, piezoelectric transducers and strain gauges are used.

Damage identification method is commonly based on the comparison between
an undamaged and a damaged state. Simple analyses using the eigenfrequencies
are valid for controlled laboratory tests, but under more realistic conditions these
methods are unable to detect damages, since the modal property variations caused by
them are the same order as the ones created by the environmental effects and noise
contamination (Salawu 1997). Therefore, sophisticated and robust methods, such as
continuous wavelet transformation, have to be used along with modal analysis in
order to be deployed as a SHM application (Ulriksen et al. 2014).

Figure 3.2 depicts a modal measurement setup. The advantages of Modal
Analysis are that it is a mature technology widely used for gearbox and bearing
faults, feasible, well-proven and low cost. The disadvantages are small sensitivity
(detection of relatively big damages), so there is a necessity to have a fine
measurement density (more sensors) and the impossibility to install sensors close
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Fig. 3.2 Modal measurement system setup for SSP 34 m blade: (a) accelerometer location and
orientation; and (b) utilized accelerometers (Brüel & Kjær Type 4524-B) mounted on a swivel
base (Brüel & Kjær UA-1473) (Ulriksen et al. 2014)

to the tip due to the small section since they should be placed inside the blade for
SHM applications.

3.3.2 Fibre Optics

Optical fibres are cylindrical dielectric waveguides designed to propagate the light
along its length. The core of the fibre has a refractive index slightly higher than
the core cladding, so when the light confined in the core reaches the cladding/core
interface with an angle greater than the critical angle (Snell’s law); the light is
reflected back to the core enabling its propagation along the fibre (Ostachowicz
and Güemes 2013). The light may leaks out when the optical fibre is bent with
sharp radius; decreasing the optical power transmitted. This principle is used as a
damage detection technique, called microbending fibre, where two solid corrugated
parts bend the fibre, so relative displacement between both parts will cause sharper
or flatter bends (decreasing or increasing the transmitted optical power) enabling
the local monitoring of the structure. Optical fibres can be used to measure different
type of properties, such as strain, temperature, loads or vibrations.

In wind energy applications, they have been mainly used as strain sensors.
Two different measurement techniques have been utilized to monitor the strain in
wind turbine blades, Fibre Bragg Gratings (FBGs) and distributed sensing. FBGs
are local sensors with high sensitivity and reliability, allowing the possibility to
multiplex several FBG sensors in a single optical fibre. In recent years, most of the
investigations about fibre optic applications have been related to FBGs due to the
variety of advantages that they offer (Choi et al. 2012; Glavind et al. 2013; Kim et al.
2013, 2014). FBGs are periodic variations in the refractive index of the core of the
optical fibre. These refractive index variations are equally spaced a distance, ƒ0, and
they behave like multiple mirrors which reflect a very narrow wavelength window,
œB, of the light spectrum transmitted along the fibre, following this equation, Eq.
(3.1):

�B D 2neƒ0 (3.1)
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Fig. 3.3 Example of strain profiles for seven load magnitudes along the blade length gathered with
the OBR (distributed sensing), the FBGs and the strain gauges. Sensors located at intrados, trailing
edge. Results for a Wind Turbine Blade test in flapwise configuration, pressure side to suction side
(PTS) (Sierra-Pérez et al. 2016)

where ne is the average refractive index. Therefore, when the FBG is attached
to a structure and it is strained or affected by changing temperature, the distance
between the periodic variations changes, so the reflected wavelength shifts linearly
enabling the monitoring of the local strain or temperature. In (Sierra-Pérez et
al. 2016), a comparison between strain gauges and FBGs is studied for wind
turbine applications, see Fig. 3.3. Both present similar detection capabilities and
sensitivities, but FBGs offer comparative advantages, such as electromagnetic
immunity, possibility to be embedded into composites or longest life. So, thinking
in a future SHM application for wind turbine blades, FBGs would be more suitable
than strain gauges. The other measurement method is the distributed sensing,
where the entire length of the fibre works as a sensor. Several sensing methods
have been used to provide distributed sensing; being the most used the Optical
Frequency Domain Reflectometry (OFDR) based on the Rayleigh scatter. This
Rayleigh backscattering component is caused by changes in density or composition
along the fibre, so by controlling the slope of the decaying intensity curve, it is
possible to identify breaks and heterogeneities along the fibre (Sundaresan et al.
2001). This technique can be used to measure the strain and the temperature with
high resolution (better than 1 �" and 0.1 ıC) (Sierra-Pérez et al. 2016), and also
with a high spatial resolution along the fibre, in the order of millimetres. Strain
measurements in wind turbine blades have been performed in recent investigations
(Pedrazzani et al. 2012; Niezrecki et al. 2014; Sierra-Pérez et al. 2016) with good
results, but this technique is almost limited to static tests because the acquired light
power is too low, so several test repetitions are needed to increase the Signal to
Noise Ratio (SNR).

The advantages of Fibre Optics are its high sensitivity, small size (may be
embedded in composites), low weight, immunity to electromagnetic interferences
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and electrical noise, fatigue resistance and wide operation temperature range. The
disadvantages are its fragility, highly costly equipment and bulky equipment.

3.3.3 Guided Wave Technology

Guided waves (GW) are ultrasonic elastic waves that propagate in finite solid media.
The technique is based on the analysis of guided waves which have propagated
along the structure. Piezoelectric transducers are attached on the structure and
excited by a signal generator with a predefined input signal, usually an n-cycle
sinusoidal pulse with a Hanning window centred at a specific frequency. The
transducers convert the electrical input into mechanical strain which enables the
generation of the wave into the structure. The waves propagate along the structure
passing through/interacting with defects, such as delamination, debonding, cracks or
thickness reduction due to corrosion. This interaction makes the wave change during
its propagation enabling the identification of damage. The waves can be acquired by
the same transducer, in a Pulse-Echo configuration, where the damage is detected
by the echoes reflected backwards when the wave passes through the defect; or
acquired by another transducer, in a Pitch-Catch configuration where the damage is
detected due to changes in amplitude, phase or time of flight (TOF) of the acquired
wave modes. The great advantage is that GW technology inspects wide areas from
a small number of points, in contrast to the others techniques which are locally, like
conventional ultrasonic testing, see Fig. 3.4.

Commercially, GW technology has been successfully applied for inspection of
pipelines in the oil & gas industry (Mudge and Harrison 2001). This inspection is
able to scan tens of metres from one position and detect wall thickness variations
caused by corrosion. In wind turbines where the structure is composed by different
materials, such as glass fibre, carbon fibre or balsa; the complexity of the wave
propagation increases hindering the application of GW. In recent years, there have

Fig. 3.4 Comparison of the inspected area between ultrasonic testing and GW testing
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been many investigations studying the utilization of GW technology on wind turbine
blades for damage detection (Claytor et al. 2010; Taylor et al. 2012, 2013a, b; Zak
et al. 2012; Song et al. 2013; Li et al. 2015a, b). It has been demonstrated that GW
are capable to detect composite damages (Su et al. 2002; Hay et al. 2003; Discalea
et al. 2007; Sohn et al. 2011), such as delamination, debonding or fibre cracking;
and also to locate the damages analysing the TOF of the wave modes. One issue
for GW application in blades is the wave attenuation, since the amplitude of the
wave decreases rapidly during its propagation in this type of materials allowing the
inspection within a limited area. Investigations about ice detection and ice removal
in wind turbine blades have been also carried using GW technology (Habibi et al.
2015; Shoja Chaeikar et al. 2015). The use of GW for composite materials is still in
development, but it is seen as a promising technique for the future.

Another important improvement that is needed for the implementation of this
technology in wind energy is the reliability. Wind turbine operators are usually
reticent to install extra equipment in their turbines after investing a great deal of
money. Therefore, more robust and reliable systems (transducers and equipment)
are required in order to deploy this technology in wind turbine blades. Investigations
in self-diagnosis of transducers during operation have been carried out by Taylor
et al. (2013c), where they proposed a technique to analyse the impedance of
the transducer in order to distinguish between structural damage and transducer
malfunction, avoiding false positives in damage detection.

Figure 3.5 depicts a signal that can be acquired through the application of
Guided Wave Technology in an aluminium plate. The advantages of Guided Wave
Technology are that it is able to detect external and internal damages at early stages,
it is capable to inspect large areas from a few locations, it is cost-effective and the
transducers are small. The disadvantages are its improvable reliability and its bulky
equipment.

3.3.4 Acoustic Emission

Acoustic Emission (AE) technique is based on the acquisition of transient elastic
waves generated from a rapid release of energy caused by a damage or deformation
(Pao et al. 1979). This wave generation can be produced by various phenomena such
as cracks, rubbing, deformation, leakage, etc. The most detectable AE signals take
place when plastic deformation is caused in the material or when it is loaded near
its yield stress (NDT 2016). These phenomena create elastic waves which propagate
in the material. The AE sensors, usually made of piezoelectric material, convert the
strain caused by the elastic waves into electrical energy enabling the processing and
signal analysis.

AE waves are comprised in a broad frequency range between 100 kHz and
1 MHz (Li and He 2012); conversely the waves in a lower frequency range
are called vibration. The most common signal processing technique is to extract
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Fig. 3.5 Example of a signal acquired in a “pitch-catch” configuration in an aluminium plate. The
two fundamental wave modes are highlighted, symmetric S0 and antisymmetric A0 modes

features from the time-domain signal due to its simplicity. However, more advanced
signal processing techniques, such as wavelet transform, pattern recognition or
classification methods, are needed in order to assess in a better manner the integrity
of the structure (Chacon et al. 2015). This technique has been used in rotating
machines and metallic structures, such as tanks or bridges with good results
(Rauscher 2004; Nair and Cai 2010; Chacon et al. 2014). In wind turbine blades,
AE has been applied in different investigations where it has been able to detect
typical composite damages such as delamination or debonding (Han et al. 2014;
Zhou et al. 2015). However, due to the high frequency content of the AE signals,
attenuation is a major obstacle for this technique, especially in composite materials.
Consequently, early stage damages where the amplitude signal is low will not be
detectable, unless the sensors are placed close to the damage. Other disadvantages
are that it is expensive and it generates large datasets due to the high sampling rate.
Figure 3.6 shows an example of an acoustic emission signal.

3.3.5 Thermography

Thermal imaging technique is based on the measurement of the heat on the surface
of the inspected structure in order to detect internal defects by observing temperature
differences. The basic idea is that the thermal diffusivity will change if irregularities
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Fig. 3.6 Example of an AE signal

are present in the material, so temperature differences will be observable externally.
There are two approaches to apply this technique, passive and active. The passive
method is utilized when the materials to inspect have different temperature in
comparison to the ambient temperature. And the active method is when external
excitation, such as heat lamps, is used to apply thermal energy into the specimen
making more clearly the temperature differences.

Two big concerns with this technique are the limitation of amount of thermal
energy applied on the surface of the structure, and the difficulty to apply thermal
energy over large surfaces in a uniform manner (Manohar 2012). The former is
caused by the application of too much energy to the surface in order to generate
sufficient contrast to detect deeper defects which may cause permanent damages.
The latter is due to non-uniform heating (unwilling temperature differences) which
could cause erroneous results and the reduction of the accuracy of the technique.
This limitation makes quite difficult its applicability in wind turbine blades during
operation. Further investigations are needed to overcome this problem and gain
sensitivity to spatial and temporal variations (Manohar 2012).

The advantages of Thermography are that it is a non-contact technique, no
baseline is needed and it has a full-field defect imaging capability enabling a rapid
structural evaluation. The disadvantages are that it is very difficult to be applied
in-service and the equipment is highly costly.

3.4 Guided Wave Technology in Composites

Guided wave (GW) technology is a growing Non Destructive Testing (NDT)
technique in order to inspect and monitor the health of structures. The advantages
of this technique are the capacity to scan an area of several metres from few
locations and to make the inspection to structures in-service. This allows the system
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potentially capable to be permanently installed on the structure enabling it to
be monitored continuously. Guided Wave technology has been widely applied in
metallic structures in order to inspect pipes, plates, rails (Alleyne and Cawley 1992a;
Alleyne and Cawley 1992b; Cawley et al. 2003; Hayashi et al. 2003; Rose et al.
2004). During the 1990s, significant research was focused on pipe inspection (Ditri
and Rose 1992; Alleyne et al. 1998; Lowe et al. 1998), because there was a need
to assess in a rapid manner the integrity of hundreds of kilometres of pipelines in
the oil & gas, nuclear and chemical industries. As a result of these investigations,
guided wave commercial devices were released to service these industries (Mudge
and Harrison 2001) which are able to inspect tens of metres from one position and
detect wall thickness variations caused by corrosion.

In addition to metallic structure inspection, composite inspection using guided
waves has been investigated in the recent years (Cawley 1994; Monkhouse et al.
1997; Su et al. 2002; Han et al. 2006; Lissenden and Rose 2008; Giurgiutiu and
Santoni-Bottai 2011; Castaings et al. 2012; Rose 2012; Torkamani et al. 2014; Baid
et al. 2015; Rekatsinas et al. 2015; Zhong et al. 2015). Much interest has arisen
in this topic due to the increasing implementation of composite materials in the
aerospace and wind energy industries and the necessity to inspect and monitor large
composite structures, such as wings or wind turbine blades, in a cost-effective and
rapid way. Moreover, composite materials, especially carbon fibre-epoxy due to its
high Young’s modulus and high strength to low weight ratio, are commonly used
as structural parts like the spar in wings and blades. It is essential the inspection of
those members to assure the integrity of the entire structure. Composite materials
can be easily damaged when impacted, presenting damages such as delamination or
matrix cracking which are difficult to detect in a visual based inspection. Currently,
conventional ultrasonic inspection is widely used as the preferred NDT technique
for composite structures (Kapadia 2012). This technique is able to detect the most
common composite damages (delamination, debonding, porosity), but dependence
on manual inspection of parts with difficult accessibility and the slowness of
the inspection are obstacles, as well as the interruption of the operation of the
entire structure means that an automatic inspection is also desirable. Guided wave
technology provides an alternative solution for an in-service assessment of the
integrity of the structure which can be deployed automatically. Damage detectability
in composites using guided waves has been proved in many scientific publications
(Hayashi and Kawashima 2002; Su et al. 2002; Hay et al. 2003; Paget et al. 2003;
Sohn et al. 2004; Su and Ye 2004; Park et al. 2005; Discalea et al. 2007; Su et al.
2007; Diamanti and Soutis 2010; Gao et al. 2010; Ramadas et al. 2011; Sohn
et al. 2011; Yeum et al. 2012; Torkamani et al. 2014). The anisotropic nature of
composites due to the different ply-orientations produces a directional dependence
of the wave propagation properties in terms of velocity and wave directionality
(Rose 2012) which increases the difficulty of the data analysis. Also the complex
designs of in-service composite structures, such as wind turbine blades, which are
composed of different materials, e.g. carbon fibre, glass fibre, balsa or honeycomb
hinder the implementation of this technique commercially, since it is difficult to
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extract relevant information from the complex signals. So, many investigations and
great progress are being carried out to overcome these issues.

3.4.1 Fundamentals of Guided Waves

Guided waves are elastic waves that propagate in solid plates. The main character-
istics of this kind of waves are that the phase velocity and group velocity are not
necessarily the same and they can vary according to the frequency, which is called
dispersion. Depending on the boundary conditions of the medium where the wave
is propagating through, different guided wave modes can be obtained (Rose 2014).
In the case of thin plate-like structure (Fig. 3.7) with free upper and lower surfaces,
Lamb waves will propagate within both surfaces, established as boundaries, guiding
the propagation of the waves. The governing equation of guided wave motion is
Navier’s equation, Eq. (3.2) (Rose 2014):

� � @2ui
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where ui is the displacement in the xi direction, fi is the body force which is assumed
to be zero, ¡ is the density and œ and � are the Lamé constants. By using the method
of potentials, this second order partial differential equation can be decomposed into
two uncoupled parts through Helmholtz decomposition, details in (Rose 2014).

Finally, Eq’s. (3.3a) and (3.3b) are obtained that, together with the displacement
equations, it is possible to calculate the motion of the guided waves in an isotropic
and homogeneous plate-like structure (Rose 2014):
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Fig. 3.7 Coordinates for thin plate-like structure
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Fig. 3.8 Symmetric mode of propagation

Fig. 3.9 Antisymmetric mode of propagation

Fig. 3.10 Shear mode of propagation

As it is shown in Eq’s. (3.3a) and (3.3b), the solution of guided wave propagation
presents a symmetric (Si) and an antisymmetric (Ai) solution, consequently there
will exist in the same plate two different modes of propagation one symmetric and
one antisymmetric with respect to the middle plane along the thickness. Both wave
motions are represented in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 respectively.

Another wave motion related to guided waves is the shear horizontal (SH) wave
mode where the particles displace transversally to the propagation direction, see
Fig. 3.10. This mode presents advantages in comparison to Si and Ai in terms of
dispersion and attenuation, since the fundamental shear mode is non-dispersive so
has less energy attenuation during its propagation (Rose 2014). Because of the non-
dispersive nature of shear mode, the wave energy in the direction of propagation
does not spread during its propagation, so the energy remains concentrated in the
transmitting pulse enabling the wave to achieve longer distances. Also, the in-plane
particle displacement of SH wave mode reduces the interaction with the surrounding
media (Petcher et al. 2014). So, the wave energy transmitted remains inside the
host material minimizing the energy leakage. These advantages are particularly
important when a structure which is subsea, buried or with heavy coatings has to
be inspected, or when longer distances are needed to reach in order to inspect areas
where the accessibility is limited or prohibitive.

Regarding the attenuation, it may be divided in absorption, scattering and leakage
(Wilcox et al. 2001). The first attenuation mechanism is due to the material damping
of the host material which converts the wave energy into heat. The second one is
produced when part of the wave energy is transmitted or reflected in other directions
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than the original one. This scattering is mainly produced by defects or irregularities
in the way of the wave which reflect part of the wave energy in other directions.
This mechanism enables the identification of damages by guided wave technology
inspection. And the third one is produced by the energy leakage which is the wave
energy transmitted to the surrounding media. This energy transmission depends
on the acoustic impedance compatibility between the surrounding material and the
host material, the smaller the acoustic impedance mismatch the larger the energy is
transmitted to the surrounding media. This energy leakage is commonly negligible
for air, but it becomes more influential when coatings, paints or high damping
materials are applied on the surface, or even more when the structure is subsea or
buried, where the energy loss is highly significant (Wilcox et al. 2001).

3.4.1.1 Phase Velocity and Group Velocity

Generally, the velocity of guided waves can be described by the phase velocity and
the group velocity. These two velocities measure different features of the wave,
where phase velocity is the velocity related to the frequency, f, and wavelength, œ,
vp D œ � f, which is the speed at which any fixed phase of the cycle is displaced. And
group velocity is defined as the speed with which the information or energy of the
wave propagates through the media. In other words, the speed at which the whole
wave packet propagates.

The propagation velocity of the guided waves, in most of the cases, is frequency-
dependent. It is different at different frequencies, so consequently frequency
components of the same wave packet will travel at different velocities distorting the
original input signal along its propagation. This phenomenon is called dispersion,
which will be explained further on. A graphic example is shown in Fig. 3.11.

A consequence of this dispersion is that phase velocity is different to group
velocity. In terms of angular frequency, ¨ D 2 f, and wavenumber, k D 2 =œ,
phase velocity and group velocity can be expressed as Eq’s. (3.4a) and (3.4b):

vp D ¨

k
(3.4a)

vg D d¨

dk
(3.4b)

3.4.1.2 Dispersion Curves

The relationship between velocity and frequency can be plotted in graphs called
“dispersion curves”, where the variation of different wave mode velocities is shown
along the frequency. In Fig. 3.12, dispersion curves of phase velocity and group
velocity are represented against the frequency for symmetric and antisymmetric
modes of a 3-mm thick aluminium plate.
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Fig. 3.11 Example of dispersion. (a) Input signal. (b) Non-dispersive wave. (c) Dispersive wave
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Fig. 3.12 Dispersion Curves of a 3-mm thick aluminium plate. (a) Phase velocity against
frequency. (b) Group velocity against frequency. Extracted from Disperse Software (Pavlakovic
et al. 1997)

The dispersion equations of Lamb waves for plate-like isotropic structures are
(Rose 2014):
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where h is the plate half thickness, k is the wavenumber, cL is the longitudinal
velocity, cT is the transverse velocity, ¨ is the wave angular frequency and œwave

is the wavelength. At each frequency, the wavenumber is modified in order to find
the roots of the Eq’s. (3.5a) and (3.5b) (Su and Ye 2009). The dispersion curves can
be plotted by joining the roots of the different wave modes. These curves are highly
important to guided wave damage detection in order to predict the time of arrival,
to excite desired modes, to design phased arrays and generally to deploy any guided
wave application.

Due to the utilization of finite number of cycles in a pulse to interrogate
the structure in guided wave inspection, this technique is especially affected by
dispersion. This is because short pulses contain broadband frequency ranges centred
at the transmitting frequency, so more different frequency components are involved
in the travelling wave packet distorting the acquired signal to a higher extent, instead
of using a narrowband input signal. Consequently, when guided waves propagate
long distances, very distorted and attenuated signals are acquired for dispersive wave
modes. Many of the investigations related to dispersion compensation are based on
time reversal, in which the excitation signal is modified in order to concentrate the
wave packet energy at a certain distance. Wilcox (2003) also proposed dispersion
compensation based on a signal processing methodology, in which the dispersion
effect is removed by replacing the time domain signal into a distance domain signal.
Very accurate data of the dispersion curves of the studied wave modes is required,
as the proposed methodology is very sensitive to small variations.

3.4.2 Guided Waves in Composites

Composites are characterised by their multi-layered structure, in contrast to metal-
lic materials which are a continuous media with no interfaces. Composites are
commonly used in aerospace or wind energy industry, such as carbon fibre/epoxy
or glass fibre/epoxy laminates, and constituted by a number of layers orientated
at different directions. These layers are formed by fibres and resins. The high
anisotropy of the fibres confers to the laminate anisotropic nature, which depends
on the stacking sequence of the plies (Nadella et al. 2010). Therefore, a laminate can
be highly anisotropic if all the fibres are oriented in the same direction or it can be
weakly anisotropic if the fibres are equally oriented in all directions. This anisotropy
makes the wave velocity dependent to the angle of propagation, so this angular
dependency will be more significant for highly anisotropic composites, unlike the
weakly anisotropic laminates which will have a velocity profile similar to the one of
an isotropic material (Karmazin et al. 2011).

Another important consequence of the wave propagation in composites is
the absence of pure modes of propagation. In isotropic materials Lamb waves
have displacements in x and z directions and the shear horizontal only in y
direction but in anisotropic materials guided waves have displacements in the
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three directions (Rose 2012). For example, symmetric modes Si have displacements
in the propagating direction (x axis) and in the out-of-plane direction (z axis) but
in composites small displacements in the perpendicular direction (y axis) will be
induced as well. Consequently, another way to designate these non-pure modes
was established. The modes which have their main displacement component in the
direction of the wave propagation are called quasi-symmetric qSi, the modes which
have the main displacement component in the out-of-plane direction are called
quasi-antisymmetric qAi, and the modes with the main displacement component
perpendicular to the wave propagation and parallel to the surface are called quasi-
shear horizontal qSHi (Karmazin et al. 2013). Hereafter called symmetric Si,
antisymmetric Ai and shear horizontal SHi modes for simplicity reasons. The
attenuation is another factor to have in mind for guided wave propagation in
composites, since it gets significant at higher frequencies, due to the viscoelastic
behaviour of the resin which damps the wave energy and also because of the
scattering caused by the fibres (Wang and Yuan 2007).

For the dispersion curves creation, it is necessary to make a distinction between
isotropic or anisotropic materials. Since for isotropic materials the wave velocity
depends only on the magnitude of the wave vector k D jkj, which is the
wavenumber. But for anisotropic materials, it is required to consider the magnitude
and also the direction of the wave vector. This distinction expands the previous
definition of the phase velocity for anisotropic materials in order to involve in the
equation the direction of the wave vector, which can be expressed as Eq. (3.6) (Wang
and Yuan 2007):
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where ¨ is the angular frequency and k the wave vector. A new concept that was not
indicated before for isotropic materials is the slowness. Mathematically, it is defined
as the inverse velocity and it is given by Eq. (3.7):

s D k
¨

(3.7)

Note that the wave vector direction is always normal to the wave front of constant
phase, so the phase velocity and the slowness always have the same direction as
the wave vector. In order to calculate the group velocity, the wave vector direction
has to be taken into consideration as well. So from the group velocity Eq. (3.4b)
presented before, the group velocity can be defined as Eq. (3.8) (Wang and Yuan
2007; Karmazin et al. 2013):
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where ek is the unit vector in the radial direction and e™ is the unit vector in the
angular direction. The group velocity in Cartesian coordinates can be calculated
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using a transformation matrix, Eq. (3.9):
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So the magnitude of the group velocity is given by Eq. (3.10):
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And the angle of the group velocity direction is given by Eq. (3.11):

™g D tan�1 cgy

cgx
(3.11)

The difference between the wave vector angle and the group velocity angle is
known as the skew angle, ®skew D ™ � ™g. A different way to calculate the skew
angle from the complex Poynting vector is described in (Rose 2012). The equation
of the Poynting vector is Eq. (3.12):

P D � Qv � ¢M

2
(3.12)

where Qv is the conjugate of particle velocity vector and ¢M is the stress tensor as
shown in Eq. (3.13):
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3
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The integral of the Poynting vector across the thickness in a specific direction
yields the power flow density in this chosen direction. Therefore in the case of plane
waves, it is possible to determine the skew angle with Eq. (3.12) by calculating
the power flow density in the wave vector direction Pk, and in the perpendicular
direction (angular direction) P™. For anisotropic materials, P™ is nonzero for certain
wave modes. Hence, this component introduces a wave skew effect, which can be
calculated by Eq. (3.14):

®skew D tan�1

0

@

�
P™dz�
Pkdz

1

A (3.14)

This is not the case for isotropic materials, where the component P™ will be equal
to zero as there is no angular dependency of the velocities. So the skew angle will
be zero and the wave vector and group velocity will have the same direction.
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Fig. 3.13 Relationship between wave vector and group velocity vector. (a) Slowness curve. (b)
Group velocity wave front (Wang and Yuan 2007)

Geometrically, the wave vector can be related to the group velocity, see Fig. 3.13.
The normal direction of group velocity wave front is the direction of the wave
vector; vice versa, the normal direction of the slowness curve is the group velocity
direction. Figure 3.13 also depicts the skew angle ®, in which the different directions
of the group, ™g, and phase velocities, ™, are clearly shown.

3.4.2.1 Simulation

The simulation of guided waves is an essential step for the understanding of the
wave propagation in multi-layered structures and is also useful for validating new
damage detection techniques or new transducer arrays. The wide range of different
layups makes the experimental analysis of each one individually impracticable;
therefore the simulation is used to investigate different materials or layups in
an efficient manner. In guided wave analysis of composites, the hypothesis of
considering each layer isotropic across the thickness is commonly adopted; each
ply is a homogeneous orthotropic layer. This assumption is based on the fact that
the wavelengths of the propagating guided waves are substantially longer than
the characteristic size of the cross section of the fibres (Tauchert and Guzelsu
1972; Wang and Yuan 2007). In Tauchert and Guzelsu (1972), it is shown that the
scattering produced by the fibres of each layer occurs when the wavelength is of the
same order of the diameter of the fibres for longitudinal modes, and 40 times the
order of the diameter for flexural modes.

The dispersion properties of composite materials and the analysis of the 3D
propagation of guided waves are being commonly studied by numerical or analytical
methods. Different techniques have been proposed, such as traditional Finite
Element Method (FEM) (Lissenden et al. 2009; Song et al. 2009; Ricci et al.
2014), semianalytical finite element method (SAFE) (Hayashi et al. 2003; Deng and
Yang 2011; Rose 2014), finite differences (Saenger and Bohlen 2004; Moczo et al.
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2007) or applying the elasticity theory using the global matrix and transfer matrix
(Wang and Yuan 2007; Karmazin et al. 2011, 2013). Finite Element Methods have
limitations due to the available computational resources, since for high frequencies
a very fine discretization, both temporal and spatial, is necessary to comply with
the Nyquist theorem and to ensure a minimum number of elements per wavelength
in order to replicate the wave. This problem is overcome with the use of SAFE,
where the waveguide is only discretized in a cross section of the structure, reducing
considerably the computational load. In the literature the analytical methods have
been established as a good approach for the analysis of guided waves in composites,
but they are more susceptible to miss roots of the dispersion equations and distort
the results.

The wave mode displacements depending on the angle of propagation and the
stacking sequence of the composite have been described in many publications (Rhee
et al. 2007; Wang and Yuan 2007; Karmazin et al. 2011, 2013). For instance, it
has been shown that the propagation in unidirectional laminates has a preferential
direction along the fibre direction. In the case of cross-ply laminates 0ı/90ı, the
simulations show that there are two preferential directions 0ı and 90ı and it is also
noticeable that for the angles in between the wave propagation is at 45ı direction,
see Fig. 3.14. For quasi-isotropic laminates, the wave front profile is very similar to
the isotropic materials; the wave velocity has very small variations with the angle.
In Karmazin et al. (2013), the authors analysed the wave propagation in a cross ply
laminate using the analytical method of Green’s matrix in a frequency-wavenumber
domain. In this work, they concluded that the symmetric mode depends strongly
on the wave propagation direction in high anisotropic laminates, in contrast to the
antisymmetric modes which weakly depend on the propagation angle, as can be

Fig. 3.14 Representation of the group velocity wave front in a cross-ply laminate by two different
methods. (a) An analytical method using the Fourier Transform of Green’s matrix. Solid line
(Karmazin et al. 2013). (b) An experimental technique using scanning air-coupled ultrasonic
transducers (SAUT) (Michaels et al. 2011)
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seen in Fig. 3.14. Another important observation in Fig. 3.14 is the shape of the
wave front in the shear horizontal mode, which is caused when the curvature of
the slowness shifts from convex to concave shape. This effect is well-known in the
analysis of bulk waves in anisotropic solids (Wang and Yuan 2007). It is called the
phenomenon of energy focusing. Note that near the angles of 7ı and 83ı, there is a
concentration of energy.

In the example shown in Fig. 3.14a, the shear horizontal mode presents several
group velocity values—particularly, it presents one, two or three different group
velocities for the same direction. Therefore, in these particular multi-valued direc-
tions usually called caustics (Karmazin et al. 2013), three pulses of the same wave
mode will propagate at different velocities.

3.4.2.2 Damage Detection

In composite materials, the most common damage is the delamination between plies
caused by impacts or cyclic loads. This mode of failure consists in the separation of
layers which leads to significant loss of strength. Typically, the flaws created inside
the laminate by impacts are not visible to the naked eye, therefore guided wave
inspection in composite is highly recommended since the wave modes propagate
along the structure sweeping the entire thickness. Internal damages will interact
with the propagating wave modes, inducing changes in its propagation pattern. The
wave modes will be affected by the delamination in different ways depending on
its mode of vibration. In the literature (Grondel et al. 2002; Su et al. 2007; Hu
et al. 2008; Ramadas et al. 2009; Rekatsinas et al. 2015), the three fundamental
wave modes S0, A0 and SH0 are the most studied and the most commonly used in
order to interrogate a structure. The symmetric mode is chosen at low frequencies,
below 200 kHz, because they are less dispersive so the shape of the pulse does
not spread along the propagation direction which eases the post-analysis and
reduce the complexity of the acquired signals. In addition, the symmetric mode
has less attenuation since its displacement is an in-plane motion and the carried
energy remains inside the structure avoiding scattering. The S0 mode also has more
sensitivity to delaminations than the A0 mode (Wang and Yuan 2007). Nevertheless,
the A0 mode has more resolution in order to detect smaller flaws, since the
wavelength of the A0 mode is shorter than the others and the size defect detectability
is commonly established at the same order of the wavelength of the propagating
mode. The passing through of wave modes across a delamination produces a split in
energy creating a new mode of propagation. This wave mechanism is called mode
conversion and it also occurs when the wave reaches the edge of a plate, so new wave
modes are created and reflected backwards. Mode conversion in delaminations has
been studied in several investigations in order to take advantage of these changes and
use them to detect and locate these defects (Su et al. 2007; Hu et al. 2008; Ramadas
et al. 2009). Hu et al. (2008) analysed numerically the propagation of the S0 mode
through a delamination. When the S0 mode enters in the delamination, a small
amount of the energy of S0 (almost undetectable) is reflected backwards and most of
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it is transmitted forward, but also mode conversion is produced, so a new A0 mode
is reflected and a new A0 mode is transmitted. The same mechanism occurs when
the wave mode moves out of the delamination, the S0 and a new A0 are transmitted
forward and a reflected S0 and a new A0 are transmitted backwards. In this case
the reflected S0 mode has a greater amount of energy which enables the detection
of the delamination in a pulse-echo configuration. So, in the publication, they are
able to locate the end of the delamination calculating the propagating distance with
the dispersion curves but they cannot determine the extent of the delamination
which is highly important. Other detection techniques are based on a pitch-catch
configuration, where the acquired signal is usually compared to a baseline signal
from an undamaged condition. These techniques analyse the incoming wave packets
and study their phase, amplitude and time of arrival establishing a damage index
in order to compare different damage states (Giurgiutiu and Santoni-Bottai 2011;
Torkamani et al. 2014). The use of this technique on its own is quite limited since
only the path between transmitter and receiver is inspected. Thus, a network of
transducers covering the structure has been performed by many researchers (Zhao
et al. 2007; Lissenden and Rose 2008; Ng and Veidt 2009) in order to interrogate
in a pitch-catch configuration the entire structure. With this technique, the system is
able to map the inspected area by analysing all the paths between transducers. The
paths affected by damages are highlighted facilitating the visual localization of the
damage. Another interesting technique is to apply a data processing algorithm to a
wave field image acquired by a laser vibrometer system (Michaels et al. 2011; Sohn
et al. 2011; Rogge and Leckey 2013). In (Michaels et al. 2011), the authors use a
signal processing technique in order to remove specific wave modes from the images
in order to reveal low amplitude reflections from damages masked by high amplitude
wave modes. To do this, the images are transformed to a frequency-wavenumber
plane using the 2D Fourier Transform. In this domain, the different propagating
wave modes are easily recognisable, so by applying a filter it is possible to remove
a specific wave mode, and subsequently perform the inverse Fourier Transform
to get the images without this mode. The disadvantage of this technique is that
is not applicable to in-service structures, since the equipment to get the images is
very sensitive to external vibrations so the acquisition has to be performed in very
controlled conditions. Wavelet Transform is another signal processing technique
widely used in guided wave technology, mainly in a pitch-catch configuration
(Kessler et al. 2002; Yan and Yam 2002; Paget et al. 2003). In composite materials,
it has been proved that it provides good detectability results.

Another important damage in composites that has been studied in the literature is
the debonding, which is the separation between the shell and the core in a sandwich
structure or between two parts joined by adhesive or co-curing. This kind of damage
is structurally of great importance, since the debonding of a stiffener from the shell
in a wing or the shear web from the spar in a wind turbine blade can cause a great
loss of stiffness and a possible collapse of the entire structure. Investigations of this
type of damage with guided waves follow a similar approach to the delamination
detection. Since most of the studies are based on a transducer network in order to
map the bonding area and locate the debonding by analysing the paths between
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transducers (Lissenden et al. 2009; Mustapha et al. 2012; Song et al. 2012; Ricci
et al. 2014).

Open Access This chapter is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
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Chapter 4
Fibre Bragg Grating as a Multi-Stage Structure
Health Monitoring Sensor

Gilmar Ferreira Pereira

Abstract There is a clear need to implement models and measurement systems
through the entire life of the wind turbine blade. In this chapter will be presented
some work conducted to implement optical fibres as a multi-stage sensor, capable
to measure different structural properties, and link them with all the different life
stages and support a better design of the wind turbine blades. The characteristics and
functionality of fibre Bragg grating sensors are briefly introduced. Their application
as multi-stage structure health monitoring sensors for polymer laminate composite
is then described. At the manufacturing stage, where the sensors can measure
several parameters of infusion and curing, sensor feedback can help control the
process, avoid residual strain, and contribute to the product certification; and then
in operation where cracks can be detected and monitored. Experimental mechanical
testing involving crack growth and fibre Bragg sensing is described that highlights
the response from the fibre optic which will correctly detect the presence and growth
of damage. Models to implement these results in a damage detection system for a
wind turbine blade can then be developed.

4.1 Fibre Bragg Grating Sensors

Fibre Bragg grating (FBG) sensors are the most commonly used type of sensors
in the fibre optic field. An FBG sensor can be embedded in the Fibre reinforced
polymer material (main material of the wind turbine blade), without compromising
its structural resistance. This is due to the FBG reduced size, with a diameter
of 125 �m it is virtual non-intrusive to the material. Also, FBG sensors present
other interesting features, such high resolution, multiplexing capability, immunity
to electro-magnetic fields, chemical inertness and long term stability.

A FBG is formed by a permanent periodic modulation of the refractive index
along a section of an optical fibre, by exposing the optical fibre to an interference
pattern of intense ultra-violet light. The photosensitivity of the silica exposed to the
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Fig. 4.1 Fibre Bragg grating: strongest mode coupling at the Bragg wavelength

ultra-violet light is increased, so that when light propagates through the periodically
alternating regions of higher and lower refractive index within the fibre, it is reflected
by successive, coherent scattering from the index variations. When the reflection
from a crest in the index modulation is in phase with the next one, it is generated
the maximum mode coupling or reflection. The strongest mode coupling occurs at
the Bragg wavelength, �b, as shown in Fig. 4.1. The wavelength �b, is described by
the Bragg condition:

œb D 2neffƒ (4.1)

where neff is the mean effective refractive index at the location of the grating and
ƒ is the constant nominal period of the refractive index modulation (Hill and Meltz
1997).

The bandwidth � (distance between the two first minima) is given by:

œ

œb
D 1

neff

s
�
—•neff

�2 C
�

œb

L

�2

(4.2)
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where L is the gauge length, ıneff is the mean induced change in neff and � is the
amplitude of the induced index change (Peters et al. 2001). An external load or
temperature variation will change the effective index of refraction and/or the period
of modulation; this will create a shift of the wavelength reflected peak from its
original value.

4.2 Manufacturing Stage: Residual Stress Induced by Resin
Shrinkage and Curing Process Control

The FBG sensors are an excellent choice to monitor the curing process of wind
turbine blades, where their capability of surveying the curing process is combined
with their capability to monitor strain and other features over the structure lifetime.
Because the FBG sensor small size that makes them virtually non-intrusive to the
structure, they can be embedded in the composite layers from the first manufacturing
step.

This embedded sensor will monitor several parameters of the curing process:
temperature of the resin, which enables a retro-feedback of temperature to the
process controller; residual stress that are a big issue in the fatigue performance
of the composite; resin flow, by measuring the position of dry spots in the laminate;
etc. Additionally, the FBG sensor can be used as part of the process certification, by
giving information about the curing profile of the structure, the residual stress, the
load history during manufacturing, transport and installation.

4.2.1 Embedded FBG Response to Strain and Temperature
Variation

Assuming a perfect strain transfer between an embedded FBG sensor and the host
material, the wavelength shift, ��b, under variation of strain in the longitudinal
direction of the fibre optic, "1, and temperature, �T, is given by Eq (4.3):

�œb

œb
D .1-pe/ ©1 C Œ.1-pe/ .’s-’f/ C Ÿ� �T (4.3)

The parameter pe is the optical fibre photo-elastic coefficients, ˛s and ˛f are the
thermal expansion coefficient of the host material and the optical fibre, respectively,
and 	 is the thermos-optic coefficient (Magne et al. 1997). Figure 4.2 depicts a
typical Fibre Bragg grating response.
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Fig. 4.2 Fibre Bragg grating response: strain and temperature variation

4.2.2 Residual Stress Measurement

Curing cycles are often defined on the basis of experience and economical aspects,
missing the opportunity to improve curing cycles and blades, by understanding the
physic-chemical process. Reducing the reaction time by increasing the temperature
leads to a decrease in production time and consequent lower production cost. But
this can lead to residual stress induced by the curing process, which causes worst
mechanical properties and reduces the fatigue life of the structure. Equation (4.3)
was rewritten to measure the residual stress caused by the material shrinkage:

©shrinkage D
�œb
œb

-Ÿ�T

1-pe
C ’f�T (4.4)

By measuring the temperature in the resin using a thermocouple, it is possible
to decouple the temperature-strain cross sensitivity of the FGB and calculates the
epoxy shrinkage.
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4.3 Operation Stage: Crack Growth Detection by Embedded
FBG Sensors

Often in fibre reinforced polymers (FRP), delamination is accompanied by the
formation of a crack bridging zone, where intact fibres connect the crack faces
behind the crack tip, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Thus, the energy required for the crack
to propagate is higher than required to initiate. The relationships between the crack
bridging stresses and the crack opening displacement (bridging laws) are used to
describe the effect of fibres on the crack propagation (Sørensen 2010). The cracking
in homogeneous isotropic materials usually occurs under pure Mode I (opening
loading) but in weak planes or along interfaces, like in composite materials cracking,
occurs under a combination of Modes (Shear and opening loading).

In order to detect delamination/crack in FRP materials the sensor/monitoring
system need to track specific fracture features that only appear in the vicinities of the

Fig. 4.3 Fibre bridging
during delamination of a
DCB specimen
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Fig. 4.4 Strain distribution at the crack tip during Mode II fracture (Pereira et al. 2015)

crack, independent of geometry and loading conditions. Thus, to link these fracture
features with the measured parameters, the strain distribution around a crack tip
during delamination was analysed using Digital Image Correlation (DIC), as shown
in Fig. 4.4 (Pereira et al. 2015). The DIC technique is a non-contact optical method
that, by tracking changes in a random pattern on the specimen, can correlate it with
deformation/strain of the material.

It is possible to divide the strain distribution in two distinct contributions: crack
tip singularity/material damage and fibre bridging. Near the crack tip, the stress field
closely approaches the singular stress field of linear elastic fracture mechanics. This
means that the stress tends to infinity and has a fast variation (high gradient). Also,
with the progression of the crack the material/structure losses stiffness increasing
the strain, here it is possible to observe higher values of strain "11 at the crack faces,
as showed in Fig. 4.4a. In the fibre bridging zone (L < x < 0), a positive strain "22 was
observed, due to the forces transferred by the fibre that are connecting the two crack
faces, as shown in Fig. 4.4c. These forces are balanced by a compression stress that
appears ahead of the crack tip (x > 0), which creates a negative strain "22, shown in
Fig. 4.4c as a blue area.
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Fig. 4.5 Stages of the FBG response under a crack growth event

4.3.1 Crack/Delamination Detection by Embedded Fibre Bragg
Gratings

As measured using DIC technique, during a crack/delamination event different
fracture features will be present near the crack tip. Being able to identify and
measure these specific phenomena with a FBG sensor is the key factor to correctly
determine the presence of damage and its growth.

The three different stages of the FBG responses under a crack growth event are
presented in Fig. 4.5. First, before the crack reaches the proximity of the grating
(Fig. 4.5a), the material will build-up strain, that will create a uniform wavelength
shift in the FBG reflected peak. Next, a compression field is formed ahead of the
crack tip due to the formation of a crack bridging zone (Fig. 4.5b). When this
compression field reaches the grating area it creates a peak splitting of the FGB
response. Then, when the grating is near the influence of the crack singularity
(Fig. 4.5c), a non-uniform strain field will also modify the shape of the reflected
peak. After the crack passes the FBG sensor, the shape of the reflected peak will go
back to the original shape, and the sensor response will again be a simple wavelength
shift, because at this stage only uniform strains will be present at the FBG.
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4.3.1.1 Embedded FBG Response: Strain

As mentioned before, the FBG response to strain and temperature variation can be
described by Eq. (4.3). However, during crack growth the temperature variation can
be neglected. The wavelength shift ��b (Fig. 4.5a) is given by (4.5):

�œb

œb
D .1-pe/ ©1 (4.5)

4.3.1.2 Embedded FBG Response: Transverse Stress

The compression field formed ahead of the crack tip will reach the grating area,
which will create a peak split of the FBG reflected signal (Fig. 4.5b). This peak
split phenomenon is due to a birefringent effect, which can be defined as the change
of the refractive index neff in the two directions neffy and neffz, when the grating is
subjected to a transverse force (Sørensen et al. 2007; Jülich and Roths 2010). The
increase in the width of the reflected peak, ��wv, is given by Eq. (4.6):

�œwv D 2ƒ
ˇ
ˇ�neffy-�neffz

ˇ
ˇ D ƒn3

0

Ef
Œ.1-
f/ p12- .1 C 
f/ p11�

ˇ
ˇ¢y-¢z

ˇ
ˇ (4.6)

where �y,z is the transverse stress, Ef is the elastic modulus of the optical fibre, � f is
the Poisson’s ration, n0 is the initial refractive index, p11 and p12 are the photo-elastic
coefficients of the optical fibre.

4.3.1.3 Embedded FBG Response: Non-Uniform Strain

A non-uniform strain changes the periodicity of the grating pattern along the sensor
length, modifying the grating pattern configuration from “uniform” to “chirped”.
As demonstrated by Peters et al. (2001), in a uniform grating the applied strain will
induce a change in both grating period and the mean index. These two effects can be
superimposed by applying an effective strain of “.1 � pe/ "1.x/”. Then it is possible
to rewrite the grating period as:

ƒ .x/ D ƒ0 Œ1 C .1-pe/ ©x .x/� (4.7)

where ƒ0 is the grating period with zero strain. The non-uniform strain effect can be
approximated by using the maximum and minimum strain values along the grating.
So, the maximum grating period max and minimum min can be calculated using
the Eq. (4.1). Thus, an approximated increase of the width of the reflected peak due
to a non-uniform strain, œ, is given by combining Eqs. (4.7) and (4.1):

œ D 2neff Œƒmax-ƒmin� (4.8)
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Fig. 4.6 DCB specimen geometry and FBG sensor array configuration

4.3.2 Delamination Detection in Fibre Reinforced Polymer
Specimen Using Embedded FBG Sensor: Material
and Testing Procedure

To validate the crack detection technique double cantilever beam (DCB) specimens
were tested in a fracture testing machine, developed by Sørensen (2010). The DCB
specimens were loaded with different combination of moments, giving different
type of fracture modes that simulates different crack/delamination cases. The DCB
specimens were manufactured using two FRP material arms, made of unidirectional
and triaxial glass fibre layers (SAERTEX UD and TRIAX), with a layup stacking
of : [90/C45/�45/04/04/C45/�45/90], glued by a commercial epoxy structural
adhesive (Epikote MGS BPR 135G/Epikote MGS BPH137G). A thin slip foil was
placed in the edge of the structural adhesive, to act as a pre-crack and ease crack
initiation.

An array of 5 uncoated single mode (SM) FBG sensors, each with a length
of 10 mm, was embedded in the interface of the composite material with the
structural adhesive. The gratings array were spaced by 10 mm from each other,
and the first grating was positioned 10 mm from the edge of the adhesive. In
Fig. 4.6, the DCB specimen and FBG sensor array configuration is presented. The
sensors were connected to an Optical Spectral Analyser (OSA) FS2200—Industrial
BraggMETER from FiberSensingTM.

4.3.2.1 Experimental Results

In Figs. 4.7 and 4.8, the strain distribution on the surface of the DCB specimen
(left pictures) and the FBG sensor output (right picture), before and during
the propagation of the crack/delamination are shown. Before the crack starts to
propagate in the material, it is observed a build-up of strain caused by the increase of
load. Once the crack start to grow, a compression field is formed ahead the crack tip
due to the formation of a crack bridging zone. This compression stress area can be
observed in Fig. 4.7 (in the top left image, the DIC measurement is shown as a blue
spot). At the same time, a decrease in the material compliance due to the growth of
the crack causes a rapid local increase of strain, creating a gradient of strain near the
crack tip (non-uniform strain), which can be observed in Fig. 4.8 (the bottom left
image depicts the DIC measurement).
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Fig. 4.7 FBG sensor output and DIC measurement before crack growth

Fig. 4.8 FBG sensor output and DIC measurement during crack growth

The wavelength shift and peak width at �30 dBm, computed from the output
of the FBG array in three different loading conditions, it is presented in Fig. 4.9.
The different colours plotted correspond to each Bragg grating in the sensor array.
The FBG5 (Orange colour line) is the grating located closest to adhesive edge and
the FBG1 (Black colour line) is the grating more distant. The crack growth in the
order: FBG 5 ! 4 ! 3 ! 2 ! 1. The wavelength shift is dependent on the loading
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Fig. 4.9 Sensor array output during crack growth

type, but the increase in the width of the peak is related to the presence of the crack
(Birefringent effect and non-uniform strain). Using this information it is possible to
track the crack by measure an abrupt variation of the wavelength and/or increase in
the width of the reflected peak.

4.4 Application of the FBG Crack Detection Method

By using this method it becomes possible to extract two types of information
from the sensor: one type dependent of the loading and geometry, ©zz, which give
information about the global strain/loading state of the structure; The other type,
©zz (z) and ¢x,y, independent and only affected by the proximity of a crack.

To demonstrate the applicability of this technique to other structures or materials,
this monitoring method was implemented in a Finite Element Method (FEM) Model
of the DCB specimen, which simulates the response of the FBG sensor during the
process of the crack growth, as shown in Fig. 4.10.
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Fig. 4.10 Application of the FBG crack detection method in a DCB specimen and Wind Turbine
trailing edge
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4.5 Fibre Bragg Grating as a Multi-Stage Structure Health
Monitoring Sensor: Published Work

A compiled list of select references pertaining to Fibre Bragg grating sensors and
their role in the monitoring structure health at multiple stages:

• Pereira G, Mikkelsen LP, McGugan M (forthcoming) Crack Detection in Fibre
Reinforced Plastic Structures Using Embedded Fibre Bragg Grating Sensors:
Theory, Model Development and Experimental Validation. Plos One

• Pereira G, Mikkelsen LP, McGugan M (forthcoming) Fibre Bragg Grating
Sensor Signal Post-Processing Algorithm: Crack Growth Monitoring in Fibre
Reinforced Plastic Structures. Springer Proc Phys

• Pereira G, Mikkelsen LP, McGugan M (2014) Damage tolerant design: failure
and crack propagation in composites. In: Abstracts of the 10th EAWE PhD
Seminar on Wind Energy in Europe. European Academy of Wind Energy,
Orléans, 28–31 Oct 2014

• Pereira G, Mikkelsen LP, McGugan M (2014). FEM model of Embedded Fibre
Bragg Grating Sensor Response: Crack Growing Detection. In: Abstracts of
the NAFEMS NORDIC – Simulation Verification and Validation (V&V): A
Key Enabler for Virtual Product Development, NAFEMS, Copenhagen, 3–4
November 2014

• Pereira G, Mikkelsen LP, McGugan M (2015) Crack Growth Monitoring by
Embedded Optical Fibre Bragg Grating Sensors. In: Abstracts of the 3rd
International Conference on Photonics, Optics and Laser Technology, Berlin, 13–
15 March 2015

• Pereira G, Mikkelsen LP, McGugan M (2015) Embedded Fibre Bragg Grating
Sensor Response Model: Crack Growing Detection in Fibre Reinforced
Plastic Materials. In: DAMAS 2015. 11th International Conference on
Damage Assessment of Structures, Ghent, August 2015. Journal of Physics:
Conference Series, Vol 628. Institute of Physics, Temple Back, p 012115.
doi:10.1088/1742-6596/628/1/012115

• Pereira G, Mikkelsen LP, McGugan M (2015), Structural Health Monitoring
Method for Wind Turbine Trailing Edge: Crack Growth Detection Using Fibre
Bragg Grating Sensor Embedded in Composite Materials. Paper presented at the
20th International Conference on Composite Materials, ICCM20, Copenhagen,
19–24 July 2015
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Chapter 5
Analysis and Design of Bend-Twist Coupled
Wind Turbine Blades

Alexander R. Stäblein

Abstract Bend-twist coupling allows wind turbine blades to self-alleviate sudden
inflow changes, as in gusty or turbulent conditions, resulting in reduced ultimate
and fatigue loads. If the coupling is introduced by changing the fibre direction of
the anisotropic blade material, the assumptions of classical beam theory are not
necessarily valid. This chapter reviews the effects of anisotropic material on the
structural response of beams and identifies those relevant for wind turbine blade
analysis. A framework suitable for the structural analysis of wind turbine blades is
proposed and guidance for the design of bend-twist coupled blades is given.

5.1 Introduction

Bend-twist coupling (BTC) is used to improve the aeroelastic response of wind
turbine blades. As the name suggests, BTC creates a coupling between bending and
twist of the blade. The coupling links the aerodynamic forces, which induce bending
in the blade, with the twist of the blade. The twist of the blade in turn changes
the angle of attack and thereby the aerodynamic forces. This feedback loop, when
twisting towards a lower angle of attack, enables the blade to self-alleviate sudden
inflow changes, as in gusty or turbulent conditions, leading to a reduction in ultimate
and fatigue loads. The aeroelastic response of a bend-twist coupled blade section
is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. When subjected to a sudden increase in inflow velocity
�W the lift force increases and the blade deflects until the elastic forces �F are
in equilibrium with the increased lift �L at deflection �u, shown in the middle of
the figure. For a blade section twisting to feather as shown on the left, the angle
of attack reduces by �˛. A lower angle of attack results in a reduced lift increase
�L � �W2c��˛ and smaller blade deflections �uf < �u are required to obtain
force equilibrium. For a blade section twisting to stall as shown on the right, the
angle of attack increases and with it the lift force �L C �W2c��˛ resulting in
larger deflections �us > �u to obtain equilibrium. As BTC intends to reduce the
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Fig. 5.1 Aeroelastic response to a sudden change in inflow velocity �W of a bend-twist to feather
coupled (left), uncoupled (middle) and bend-twist to stall coupled (right) blade section

aerodynamic loads on the blade, the coupling is designed to twists towards a lower
angle of attack (twist to feather) for modern, pitch regulated wind turbines.

BTC can be achieved by either sweeping the planform of the blade (geometric
coupling) which induces additional torsion when the blade is loaded, or by changing
the fibre direction of the blade material (material coupling) in the spar caps and/or
skin of the blade. The change in fibre direction results in coupling of the normal and
shear stresses on lamina level which can be used to induce bend-twist coupling in
the cross-section of the beam. The effects resulting from this anisotropic material
behaviour are not representable with conventional Euler-Bernoulli or Timoshenko
beam theory. This chapter reviews the effects of anisotropic material on the
structural response of beams and identifies those relevant for wind turbine blade
analysis. A framework suitable for the structural analysis of wind turbine blades
is subsequently proposed. The cross-sectional properties of anisotropic beams are
discussed and related to classical beam properties. And a Timoshenko beam element
for fully coupled cross-sectional stiffness matrices is presented. The next section
provides guidance on the design of bend-twist coupled blades and presents a pre-
twisting procedure to reduce the power loss associated with coupled blades. To
maintain stiffness (e.g. for tower clearance), the blade regions where coupling is
most efficiently applied are also identified.

5.2 Analysis of Anisotropic Beams

The analysis of fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) beams is complex due to the
anisotropic properties of the composite material. FRP usually consists of glass or
carbon fibres that are embedded in a polymer matrix. Due to the different material
properties of fibres and matrix, the longitudinal and transverse stiffness of a FRP
ply can differ by several orders of magnitude. A considerable amount of papers
have been published on the analysis of anisotropic composite beams. Reviews of
those literature is provided by e.g. Hodges (1990b) and Jung et al. (1999). This
section provides an overview of the behaviour of composite beams and identifies the
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effects that are relevant for wind turbine blade analysis. A framework suitable for
the analysis of wind turbine blades is proposed, consisting of cross-section analysis,
beam element and co-rotational formulation. The cross-sectional properties of an
anisotropic beam are discussed and related to classical beam properties, elastic and
shear centre and principle axes. Finally, a Timoshenko beam element for anisotropic
beams is presented.

5.2.1 Structural Properties of Anisotropic Beams

Euler-Bernoulli is considered the most fundamental beam formulation. It allows for
bending about the two principle axes of the cross-section and extension along the
beam axis. It assumes that the cross-section plane remains plane after deformation
(i.e. no warping) and perpendicular to the elastic axis of the beam (no shear
deformation). The Euler-Bernoulli theory is deemed valid for the static analysis of
long, slender beams and the dynamic analysis of lower modes.

5.2.1.1 Shear Deformations

The beam formulation by Timoshenko (1921) allows for transverse shear defor-
mations by dropping the assumption of a cross-section plane that is perpendicular
to the beam axis. The ‘plane sections remain plane’ assumption is maintained.
The Timoshenko formulation gives better results for short, stocky beams and the
dynamic analysis of higher modes where the wavelength approaches the thickness
of the beam. For composite beams, Chandra and Chopra (1992) separate the shear
effect into two categories: a direct effect due to the shear stiffness of the section (i.e.
Timoshenko) and an effect via shear-related coupling. Smith and Chopra (1991) and
Jung et al. (1999) suggest that transverse shear deformations cannot be neglected in
composite beams, particularly when coupling is present. Smith and Chopra report
that bending-shear coupling reduces the effective bending stiffness of a strongly
coupled box-beam by more than 30 %. Volovoi et al. (2001) on the other hand claim
that correct deformations can also be obtained with an Euler-Bernoulli formulation
if shear deformations are considered correctly when calculating the cross-sectional
stiffness. However, in an earlier publication (Rehfield et al. 1990) one of the
authors concludes that the direct shear flexibility term may not be negligible and
that bending-shear coupling must be present in any general-purpose analysis of
composite beams. Cortínez and Piovan (2002) suggest that the shear effect is more
important for composite than for isotropic beams due to the high ratio between
the longitudinal and transverse modulus of elasticity. Their results show that the
shear deformations have a significant effect even on the first frequency of a slender
uncoupled composite beam.
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5.2.1.2 Torsional Warping

The Euler-Bernoulli and Timoshenko beam theories can be extended by St. Venant’s
torsion. St. Venant’s torsion theory assumes that out-of-plane warping is unre-
strained and therefore does not cause axial stress in the section. The free warping
assumption is deemed valid for closed sections where torsional warping contributes
little to the normal stresses or when warping is unrestrained by e.g. supports.
Vlasov’s torsion theory allows to restrain the torsional warping by introducing an
additional degree of freedom along the beam. The restrained warping can cause
significant stresses in the beam direction, in particular for open cross-sections (i.e.
I-beams). Chandra and Chopra (1992) show that constrained warping has a stronger
influence on the torsional stiffness of composite I-beams than isotropic I-beams.
For the closed cross-section beams in their study the constrained warping effect
is not important. Rehfield et al. (1990) relate the effect of restrained warping to
the decay length which can be split into a material and a geometric part. The
geometric part is mainly influenced by the slenderness of the beam. The material
part depends on the axial and transverse stiffness and on how much they are coupled.
Rehfield et al. (1990) conclude that an additional variable for warping would be
important for certain laminated structures. The work of Smith and Chopra (1991)
suggests that restrained warping along the beam can have a significant influence on
coupled composite beams with closed sections. However, they assume that locally
restrained warping is negligible for ‘very slender’ beams. The results of Cortínez
and Piovan (2002) show that torsional warping has a great influence on the vibration
and stability behaviour of open sections but it is negligible for closed sections.

5.2.1.3 General Warping

So far, the effects of out-of-plane warping due to transverse shear and in-plane
warping have not been considered. Attempts to include those in an analytical
solution are made by Smith and Chopra (1991) who introduce the concept of zero
net in-plane forces and moments into the constitutive relations of the cross-section.
Their results show that load deflection for an anti-symmetric box beam is altered by
30–100 % if in-plane warping is not accounted for. A general approach to calculate
the properties of arbitrary cross-sections of anisotropic material is proposed by
Giavotto et al. (1983). The formulation invokes the virtual work per unit beam
length to obtain a linear system of second-order differential equations with constant
coefficients that have a homogeneous and particular solution. The particular (or
central) solution is used to determine a 6 � 6 cross-section stiffness matrix while
the homogeneous (or extremity) solution, which is related to warping, is generally
ignored. Hodges (1990b) suggests to use the homogeneous solutions to introduce
additional degrees of freedom to account for restrained warping at the end of the
blade. Another general approach for calculating the cross-section stiffness matrix is
proposed by Cesnik and Hodges (1997). The formulation is based on the variational-
asymptotic method by Berdichevskii (1979).
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5.2.1.4 Superelements

An approach that avoids some of the conjectures of beam analysis is the use of
superelements by static condensation. The concept originated from aerospace engi-
neering in the early 1960s (Guyan 1965). Superelements are created by reducing the
structural degrees of freedom (static condensation) of a higher fidelity model, often
comprised of shell and/or solid elements. While the process of static condensation is
reasonably straightforward, due attention must be given to the interpolation function
if the many degrees of freedom of a beam cross-section are to be reduced to a single
node to obtain beam like elements.

5.2.1.5 Large Displacements

Using non-linear finite element methods, various approaches exist to model a beam
undergoing large displacements. Bathe and Bolourchi (1979) present an updated and
a total Lagrangian degenerate beam formulation. Variational formulations, where
the beam strains are derived from internal virtual work, are proposed by e.g. Simo
and Vu-Quoc (1986) and Cardona and Geradin (1988). A further approach is the co-
rotational formulation (Crisfield 1990; Battini and Pacoste 2002) that separates rigid
body motions from local deformations. The separation is achieved by introducing a
local coordinate frame that follows the rigid body motions of the element. Within
the local frame (at element level) small displacements and strains are assumed. The
method therefore allows to use existing elements (or superelements), which are not
able to represent large displacements, in a geometrical non-linear analysis. The co-
rotational approach is not restricted to beam elements but also applicable to shell
and continuous elements.

The above beam formulations generally assume isotropic material properties.
For the large displacement analysis of anisotropic beams, the theory of Giavotto
et al. (1983) is extended by Borri and Merlini (1986) to allow for finite strains.
Hodges (1990a) presents a mixed variational formulation for the large displacement
analysis of anisotropic beams. Kim et al. (2013) present a beam element assuming
polynomial shape functions of arbitrary order where the shape function coefficients
are eliminated by minimizing the elastic energy of the beam. The element by
Stäblein and Hansen (2016) is an extension of a Timoshenko beam element by
Bazoune et al. (2003) to allow for the analysis of anisotropic cross-sectional
properties. The formulations by Kim et al. (2013) and Stäblein and Hansen (2016)
assume small displacements and are intended for the application in a co-rotational
or multibody formulation.

5.2.1.6 Wind Turbine Blade Analysis

Wind turbine blades are made of anisotropic material and have a closed cross-
section. Previous research indicates that the analysis of blades should there-
fore consider shear deformations and general warping as those effects have a
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considerable influence on the response of anisotropic beams. Restrained warping
is less important for closed cross-sections, which also applies for anisotropic
beams, and can therefore be neglected. Wind turbine blades are subjected to large
displacements (w=l D 0:14 for the DTU 10 MW Reference Wind Turbine (DTU
10 MW RWT) (Bak et al. 2013)) and rotations, geometrical non-linear effects should
therefore be considered in the analysis. A suitable framework for the analysis of
wind turbine blades could be comprised of a cross-section analysis that considers
general warping and the coupling effects from the anisotropic material (Giavotto
et al. 1983; Borri and Merlini 1986), and a beam element formulation which allows
for anisotropic cross-sectional properties and large displacements, either through its
formulation (Borri and Merlini 1986; Hodges 1990a) or by embedding it in a co-
rotational or multibody formulation (Kim et al. 2013; Stäblein and Hansen 2016).

5.2.2 Anisotropic Cross-Sectional Properties

The analysis framework for wind turbine blades proposed above comprises the
calculation of anisotropic cross-sectional properties. Those properties are usually
expressed in a 6 � 6 cross-sectional stiffness matrix, the entries of which are briefly
discussed below.

A Cartesian coordinate system as shown in Fig. 5.2 is assumed for the cross-
section. The beam axis x is normal to the cross-sectional plane which is defined
by axes y and z. Displacements and rotations are denoted ui and �i, and forces and
moments are Fi and Mi. The indices i 2 fx; y; zg are used to indicate the direction or
rotation axis. By introducing the cross-sectional stiffness matrix

Kcs D

2

6
66
6
6
6
6
4

K11 K12 K13 K14 K15 K16

K22 K23 K24 K25 K26

K33 K34 K35 K36

K44 K45 K46

sym: K55 K56

K66

3

7
77
7
7
7
7
5

; (5.1)

the beam strain vector

" D fu0
x; u0

y � �z; u0
z C �y; � 0

x; � 0
y; � 0

zgT ; (5.2)

Fig. 5.2 Coordinate system of blade cross-section
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where ui and �i are the displacements and rotations of the beam axis and . /0
are derivatives with respect to x, and the vector of the cross-sectional forces and
moments

F D fFx; Fy; Fz; Mx; My; MzgT ; (5.3)

the cross-sectional constitutive relation can be written as

Kcs" D F: (5.4)

For an isotropic and symmetric beam the diagonal entries Kjj for j 2 f1; : : : ; 6g of
the cross-sectional stiffness matrix represent the classical beam properties

K11 D EA K44 D GJ
K22 D kyGA K55 D EIy

K33 D kzGA K66 D EIz

(5.5)

where E and G are elastic and shear modulus of the material, A is the area, Iy and Iz

are the second moments of area, and J is the torsion constant of the cross-section.
The Timoshenko shear coefficients are ky and kz. Entries K15 and K16 of the cross-
sectional stiffness matrix are related to the elastic centre (ye; ze) which is defined as
the point through which the normal force does not induce bending:

ye D �K16

K11

; ze D K15

K11

(5.6)

Entries K24 and K34 of the cross-sectional stiffness matrix are related to the shear
centre (ys; zs) which is defined as the point through which the shear force resultant
does not induce twist:

ys D K34

K33

; zs D �K24

K22

(5.7)

Entry K56 of the stiffness matrix is related to the angle ˇ between the current axes
and the principle axes which are defined as the axes where the moments of area
are maximum and minimum and the product moment of area is zero. To obtain the
angle ˇ between the current axes and the principle axes, one of the eigenvectors

v D fv1; v2gT of the sub-matrix



K55 K56

K56 K66

�
has to be determined. The angle ˇ is

then obtained from:

ˇ D arctan

�
v2

v1

�
(5.8)
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Entries K45 and K46 are associated with bend-twist coupling. Lobitz and Veers
(1998) propose a coupling coefficient � as a measure of bend-twist coupling:

K45=46 D �
p

K44K55=66; �1 < � < 1 (5.9)

The theoretical limit of j� j < 1 results from the requirement of a positive definite
stiffness matrix. In a realistic setting values up to 0.2–0.4 are deemed achievable for
wind turbine blades (Capellaro and Kühn, 2010; Fedorov and Berggreen, 2014).

The remaining entries are K23 which is related to coupling between the shear
forces and is usually non-zero for anisotropic beams. Entries K12 and K13, which
should be expected non-zero if bend-twist coupling is present. And K14 which is
related to extension-twist coupling. Extension-twist coupling will most probably
also cause K25; K26; K35 and K36 to be non-zero.

5.2.3 Timoshenko Beam Element with Anisotropic
Cross-Sectional Properties

The anisotropic cross-sectional properties discussed in the previous section require
a beam element formulation that accounts for all possible couplings between the
cross-sectional forces. One such formulation is the two-noded, three-dimensional
Timoshenko beam element proposed by Stäblein and Hansen (2016). The element
is an extension of the formulation by Bazoune et al. (2003) to account for fully
coupled cross-sectional properties.

The origin of the element coordinate frame is assumed at the first node of the
element. The x axis points towards the second node and axes y and z define the
cross-sectional plane of the beam as shown in Fig. 5.2. The lateral displacements
along the beam axis ux, and in the cross-sectional plane uy and uz are expressed as
functions of the coordinate x along the beam length L. A first order polynomial is
assumed for ux and third order polynomials are assumed for uy and uz:

ux.x/ D c1x C c2 (5.10)

uy.x/ D c3x3 C c4x2 C c5x C c6 (5.11)

uz.x/ D c7x3 C c8x2 C c9x C c10 (5.12)

The torsional displacements are expressed by a first order polynomial:

�x.x/ D c11x C c12 (5.13)

Timoshenko’s assumption that the curvature of the beam equals the slope plus a
contribution from shear deformation is used to define the rotational displacements
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�y and �z around the beams cross-sectional axes:

�y.x/ D �u0
z C c13 (5.14)

�z.x/ D u0
y � c14 (5.15)

In the equations above ck for k 2 f1; : : : ; 14g are shape function coefficients. The
14 coefficients are eliminated by introducing two equilibrium equations of the shear
force and bending moment relationship:

M0
y � Fz D 0; M0

z C Fy D 0 (5.16)

and 12 compatibility conditions (6 nodal displacements C 6 nodal rotations) at
the element boundaries x D 0; L. With the displacements and rotations along the
element determined, the elastic energy of the beam is calculated from:

V D 1

2

Z L

0

"TKcs" dx (5.17)

The element stiffness Kel is finally obtained by creating the Hessian of the elastic
energy V with respect to the nodal degrees of freedom. The matrix notation of
the beam element for implementation in a finite element code is presented in the
original publication (Stäblein and Hansen 2016). A Python implementation of the
beam element in a three-dimensional co-rotational formulation is available on Git
Hub. https://github.com/alxrs/eccomas_2016.git

5.3 Design of Bend-Twist Coupled Blades

Bend-twist coupling intends to reduce the fatigue load of wind turbine blades.
Fatigue load alleviation between 10 and 20 % have been observed in previous studies
(Lobitz and Veers 2003; Verelst and Larsen 2010). While the load reduction is
desired, bend-twist coupling is also associated with a reduction in energy production
(Lobitz and Laino 1999; Verelst and Larsen 2010; Bottasso et al. 2013). The reduced
energy yield is associated with a no longer optimal twist distribution along the blade.
The twist distribution is typically designed to maximize power at a specific tip-speed
ratio. For bend-twist coupled blades, however, the twist distribution depends on the
bending in the blade which increases with the thrust between cut-in and rated wind
speed. Figure 5.3 shows the power and thrust of the DTU 10 MW RWT (Bak et al.
2013) over its operational range. The thrust increases nearly linearly between cut-in
at 4 m/s and rated at 12 m/s. With the twist distribution dependant on wind speed it

https://github.com/alxrs/eccomas_2016.git
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Fig. 5.3 Power and thrust curve of the DTU 10 MW RWT over the operational range

is no longer possible to design the blade for a specific tip-speed ratio. There are two
approaches to deal with the non-optimal twist:

(1) Determine the optimal blade twist distribution for a tip-speed ratio (as for
uncoupled blades). Choose a reference wind speed at which the twist dis-
tribution of the coupled blade should be optimal. Determine the pre-twist
of the undeformed blade to match the optimal twist distribution under the
aerodynamic load at reference speed.

The procedure ensures that the twist is optimal for the reference speed. Away
from the reference speed the twist distribution will deteriorate. However, the
blade can be pitched to improve the energy yield in those regions. The reference
speed for pre-twisting is chosen to maximize annual energy production which
depends on the wind speed distribution of the site. A pre-twisting procedure for
linear blade deflections is proposed by Lobitz and Veers (2003) and extended
to non-linear blade deflections by Stäblein et al. (2016). The latter show that
pre-twisting significantly reduces the power loss in annual energy production
of the DTU 10 MW RWT.

(2) Optimize the twist, and probably also the chord, distribution of the coupled
blade for a given wind speed distribution. The tip-speed ratio might also be
considered an optimization variable. To the authors knowledge there has not
been a study that pursued this approach.

In the following, the pre-twist procedure presented by Stäblein et al. (2016) is
revisited. As a constant coupling coefficient is applied along the length of the blade,
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Fig. 5.4 Flowchart of the pre-twisting procedure presented by Stäblein et al. (2016)

the resulting pre-twist distribution provides a good indication of the blade regions
where coupling is most efficient.

5.3.1 Pre-Twisting Procedure

Pre-twisting adjusts the structural twist of a coupled blade in an iterative procedure
to provide the same angle of attack along the blade as the uncoupled blade for a
given reference wind speed. The first step is to calculate the steady state angle
of attack along the uncoupled ˛ref and coupled blade ˛btc at the reference wind
speed vref . The angle of attack is chosen as a reference as it results in the same
aerodynamic state, irrespective of the blade twist which is not uniquely defined for
large displacements and rotations. The difference between the angles of attack �˛

is then imposed on the coupled blade as a pre-twist. Both steps are repeated until the
angle of attack along the uncoupled and coupled blade are identical at the reference
speed. A flowchart of the procedure is shown in Fig. 5.4. The power curve is further
improved by recalculating the optimal pitch angle over the operational range of
the turbine. Pre-twisting results in an identical angle of attack along the blade at the
reference wind speed vref . Below the reference speed, the thrust on the blade is lower
which results in reduced bending and consequently less coupling induced twist. The
blade therefore has a higher angle of attack slope along the blade as the blade twists
towards stall. In this region, it is important to consider the angle of attack limit
when determining the optimal pitch angle in order to avoid flow separation. Above
the reference speed, where thrust is larger, the coupling will result in a lower angle
of attack slope along the blade as the blade twists towards feather.
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Fig. 5.5 Blade flapwise curvature and coupling induced twist at 8 m/s wind speed (Stäblein et al.
2016)

5.3.2 Coupling Distribution

If bend-twist coupling is introduced by utilising the anisotropic properties of the
blade material, the change in fibre direction in the spar caps and/or skin of the blade
results in a reduced bending stiffness. Previous studies (Fedorov and Berggreen
2014) have shown that coupling reduces the bending stiffness of the blade by 30–
35 % when no material is added. As the tower clearance of the blade tip is often
a governing design criteria a loss in stiffness is undesirable and it is advisable to
introduce the coupling only in blade regions where it is most efficient. Figure 5.5
shows the coupling induced twist and the flapwise curvature at 8 m/s reference
speed for the DTU 10 MW RWT with a constant flap-twist to feather coupling
coefficient of 0.2 along the blade. It can be seen that the curvature correlates with
the slope of the induced twist. The relationship can also be shown by reducing the
cross-sectional constitutive relation (5.4) to flapwise moment and torsion. Assuming
torsion to be zero, a linear relationship between curvature and twist rate can be
established:



K44 K45

K45 K55
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� 0
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�u00
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�

0

My

	
) � 0

x D K45

K44

u00
z (5.18)

Returning to Fig. 5.5, the curvature-twist relationship shows that, for the DTU
10 MW RWT, coupling is most efficient in the outer half of the blade. A similar
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observation is also made by Bottasso et al. (2013) who show that partially coupled
blades exhibit a similar load alleviation performance as fully coupled blades.

5.4 Summary

Bend-twist coupling is a proven technique to reduce the fatigue loads of wind
turbine blades. If the coupling is introduced by changing the fibre direction
of the anisotropic blade material, it is important to account for the effects the
material has on the structural response of the blade. Previous research indicates
that shear deformations, general warping and the geometric non-linearity from
large displacements need to be considered. An analysis framework that includes all
those effects, consisting of cross-section analysis, beam element and co-rotational
formulation, has been presented in this chapter. When designing bend-twist coupled
blades, pre-twisting can be used to reduce the power loss associated with the
coupling. To maintain blade stiffness for tower clearance while utilizing the load
alleviation potential of coupled blades, the coupling should only be introduced in
regions with high curvature as this is where it is most efficient.
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Chapter 6
Improvement of Wind Turbine Blade
Performance by Means of Rod Vortex
Generators

Javier Martinez, Pawel Flaszynski, Piotr Doerffer, and Oskar Szulc

Abstract Wind turbines are complex energy conversion fluid-flow machines which
entail coupled aero-mechanical issues. From an aero-acoustical point of view,
wind turbine blades present two main problems: first, a reduced aerodynamic
performance due to flow separation, and second, the level of noise emissions. Flow
separation appears on the blade as a result of high angles of attack causing a
decrease in the aerodynamic efficiency. In this chapter, the application of rod vortex
generators (RVGs) to control and decrease the flow separation—by the creation of
streamwise vorticity on the blade—is presented. The NREL Phase VI wind turbine
rotor and the S809 airfoil are used as reference cases. The validation of NREL Phase
VI model rotor against experimental data is found to be satisfactory. A study into the
effects of RVGs’ chordwise location and spanwise distance is presented for selected
cases and a range of inflow conditions. It is shown that the proposed RVGs lead to
an improvement of the aerodynamic performance, and can be successfully applied
by the wind energy industry.

6.1 Introduction

The wind energy sector has experienced rapid growth in the last few decades. The
developments in the materials science, engineering and allied fields have ushered in
turbines of increasing sizes; turbines with rotor diameters of up to 160 m (Vestas
V164 8 MW) have been developed, and the current trend of increasing sizes is
expected to continue in the future (Bak et al. 2012).

The increasing sizes of wind turbines pose new challenges for engineers. One
particular challenge is that large rotor dimensions result in non-uniform inflow
conditions along the blade span—which leads to increased flow separation even
after the application of traditional flow control approaches. As a consequence of
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the boundary layer separation, the air flow on the blade is detached leading to
increased aerodynamic losses and noise generation (Wagner et al. 2012). In order
to reduce the flow separation, different flow control devices have been developed
and implemented on the blades during the last few decades (Van Dam et al. 2008).
Several flow control devices, such as trailing edge flaps, microtabs, microflaps,
plasma actuators, active flexible walls or vortex generators, have been proposed in
literature (Van Dam et al. 2007, 2008; Andersen et al. 2010; Johnson et al. 2010;
Nelson et al. 2008; Gao et al. 2015). Of these, the current chapter focuses on vortex
generators.

Vortex generators (VGs) are located in the boundary layer in order to create a
streamwise vorticity, which influences the transport of momentum in the direction
normal to the wall. The fluid with higher momentum transported to the near wall
zone energizes the boundary layer. This leads to increased shear stresses and higher
resistance to the adverse pressure gradient effect which results in reduction or even
complete removal of the separation.

The first VG investigations were conducted by Taylor (1947) in the late 1940s.
These initial devices, of height (h) higher or equal to the boundary layer (ı), were
called vane vortex generators (VVGs). During the 1950s, air jet vortex generators
(AJVGs) were developed. It was found that they could be considered as an effective
alternative to traditional VGs for separation reduction (Wallis and Stuart 1962). In
the 1980s, Taylor’s VGs were replaced by smaller devices, with the introduction of
low profile VGs .h=ı < 0:65/ (Rao and Kariya 1988); these devices generate lower
disturbance and flow non-uniformity outside boundary layer in comparison with
the classical vanes as they are submerged inside the boundary layer. As an effect,
the drag is lower and the effectiveness of the flow control method can be higher.
However, these devices generally need to be located closer to the critical zone than
classical vanes due to faster decaying streamwise vorticity (Lin 2002).

In the last few decades VGs have been widely researched and new concepts of
non-solid VGs—such as synthetic jets or pulsed jets (Lin 2002; Wiltse and Glezer
1993; Amitay et al. 1998; McManus et al. 1994; Kostas et al. 2007)—have been
proposed. It has been demonstrated that active VGs provide similar benefits as
passive VGs, but with a major added advantage: when they are not functional, there
is no increment in the parasitic drag (Paul et al. 2013). Despite the clear benefits
of active VGs, different configurations of vane-type VGs are still a commonly
implemented solution on wind turbine blades.

This chapter focuses on the investigation and application of a new type of VG,
called Rod Vortex Generator (RVG) (Doerffer et al. 2009), on wind turbine blades.
Optimized RVGs have demonstrated a capability to generate similar streamwise vor-
tex intensity as the one generated by the AJVGs (Tejero et al. 2015). Furthermore,
RVGs do not require complex installation, as is the case with AJVGs. In contrast
to the traditional vane-type VGs, RVGs can be combined with Micro-Electro-
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) technology, thus allowing for activation during the
system operation if the conditions require its application.

RVGs can be defined by five parameters: diameter (D), height (h), skew angle
(™), pitch angle (’) and spacing (W), as shown in Fig. 6.1. The first four parameters
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Fig. 6.1 Rod vortex generator configuration

define the geometry and orientation of the rod, while the spacing (W) refers to the
spanwise distance between rods. The orientation angles (™ and ’) are optimized
to obtain the maximum streamwise vorticity. The rod diameter and the height are
proportional to the boundary layer thickness. The chordwise location of the RVG
along the blade (xRVG/c) is also a crucial parameter which has to be taken into
account.

The application of RVGs on wind turbine blades, as a flow control device to
improve aerodynamic performance, is analysed for the NREL Phase VI wind turbine
rotor. The NREL turbine was selected because of the large amount of experimental
data available (Hand et al. 2001) and the detailed geometry description (Lindenburg
2003) which is highly advantageous for the validation step.

6.2 Flow Solver

The numerical investigations have been carried out by means of FINE™/Turbo
Numeca. The compressible, mass-weighted RANS equations are solved adopting
a preconditioning scheme (Hakimi 1997; Choi and Merkle 1993). A full multigrid
technique is applied in order to increase the convergence rate. Spatial discretization
is based on a cell centred control volume approach, and a 2nd order central
difference scheme with scalar artificial dissipation formulated by Jameson (1991)
is applied. The results presented in this chapter are obtained for turbulence models
(Spalart and Allmaras 1992), k-¨ SST (Menter 1994) and Explicit Algebraic
Reynolds Stress Model (EARSM) (Menter et al. 2012). A perfect gas model is
employed for closure of the system of differential equations. The dynamic viscosity
is calculated using the Sutherland’s law (Sutherland 1893).
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6.3 The NREL Phase VI Wind Turbine Rotor

6.3.1 Experimental Set-Up

The computational model is validated by the comparison of numerical simulations
results with the experimental data available in the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) database for the Unsteady Aerodynamics Experiment Phase
VI (Hand et al. 2001). The geometry of the investigated configuration is shown in
Fig. 6.2.

The two-bladed rotor was located in the 24.4 m � 36.6 m NASA Ames Wind
Tunnel and tested under several different inflow conditions, with velocities ranging
from 0 to 25 m/s. The stall regulated rotor was equipped with two linearly
tapered, non-linearly twisted blades of radius R D 5.209 m with rounded tip caps
(Lindenburg 2003). The tapered region of the blades starts at r/R D 0.25 with a
chord length c D 0:737 m, and ends at the tip, c D 0.357 m. The non-linearly twisted
blade, defined with respect to the r/R D 0.75 section and considered positive towards
feather, varies from 20.05ı at r/R D 0.25 to �1.82ı at tip.

During the sequence S of the experimental campaign (Hand et al. 2001), the blade
tip pitch angle was set to 3ı with respect to the rotor plane, the rotational speed to
72 rpm, and the cone angle to 0ı. Static pressure measurements were obtained at five
spanwise locations (r/R D 0.3, 0.466, 0.633, 0.80 and 0.95). Yaw angles were varied
from 0 to 180ı, but only the results from the 0ı yaw angle case were harnessed for
validation purposes. In the present work, only wind speeds of 5,7,10 and 13 m/s are
considered. Table 6.1 summarizes the operational conditions for the computed cases
(Hand et al. 2001; Sørensen and Michelsen 2000).

Fig. 6.2 NREL Phase VI wind turbine at NASA Ames (Lindenburg 2003)
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Table 6.1 NREL Phase VI operating conditions

Wind speed [m/s] Density (¡) [kg/m3] RPM Temperature [K]

5.0 1.243 71.7 284.25
7.0 1.246 71.9 284.25

10.0 1.246 72.1 284.15
13.1 1.227 72.1 286.85

Fig. 6.3 NREL Phase VI rotor model

6.3.2 Numerical Modelling

A numerical model is created for the NREL Phase VI rotor. The section r=R D 0:75

was taken as the reference section, and the local chord was set to unit (cref D 1).
The blade radius to reference chord length ratio (AR � 10:42) was kept constant
in comparison with the full scale model. Thus the blade radius was rescaled to
R D AR � cref . The pitch and sectional twists were not affected by the process. The
nacelle was modelled as a cylinder with radius 0:5 � cref (Fig. 6.3) (Martinez et al.
2015a).

The rotational periodicity of the flow allows the use of a computational domain
defined by a half of cylinder with a single blade in the middle. Farfield boundary
conditions are applied at the outer cylinder, located at a distance of 3 blade radius (R)
from the rotor axis. The inlet and outlet are located at a distance equal to 3 � R from
the rotor plane. At the inlet, a uniform velocity distribution in normal direction to
the rotor plane is applied, while at the outlet, atmospheric static pressure is imposed.
The blade is defined as a non-slip wall, while at the cylindrical surface (hub) an
Euler wall (no shear stress at the wall) condition is applied. This enables one to save
resources and computational time (Fig. 6.4).

The computational domain consists of 8.8 million cells distributed amongst 76
hexahedral full-matching connection blocks. The structured grid is of C type in the
crosswise direction, and H type in the spanwise and freestream directions, as shown
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Fig. 6.4 NREL Phase VI rotor computational domain and boundary conditions

Fig. 6.5 NREL Phase VI rotor C-H-H grid

in Fig. 6.5. The blade surface is discretized by 294 nodes around the airfoil and 91
nodes in the spanwise direction. The non-dimensional distance of the first cell layer
close to the wall is of the order of yC � 1.

6.3.3 Numerical Results

The numerical simulations for the NREL wind turbine rotor show good agreement
with measurements of the total thrust and torque. The only difference noted is for
a wind speed 10 m/s (Fig. 6.6), where torque is over-predicted (Martinez et al.
2015b).

It is shown in Fig. 6.6 that the predictions obtained by means of 2-equation k-¨
SST and EARSM models are almost identical. One has to emphasize that in case of
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Fig. 6.6 Integrated thrust (left) and torque (right) for NREL Phase VI rotor

Fig. 6.7 NREL Phase VI rotor aerodynamic wake at 5 m/s

thrust measurements, computed values are within the measurement accuracy. The
discrepancy is higher for the SA model.

A Q-criterion (coloured by the vorticity magnitude) visualization of the rotor
wake (Fig. 6.7) was extracted from the numerical solution for an inflow wind
velocity of 5 m/s, and the one equation Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model. The
rotor wake created by wind turbines is closely related to the amount of energy
extracted from the wind, and its prediction is of primary importance in the
assessment of performance and power. An example of the wake prediction by
numerical model, described in more details in Martinez et al. (2015a, b), is shown
in Fig. 6.7.

For validation purposes a more detailed analysis of the flow properties (partic-
ularly, flow attachment state and local blade loading) is needed. The blade surface
streamlines and friction coefficient cf provide information of utmost importance
regarding the flow attachment state and developed flow patterns. The blade loading
analysis is given by the sectional chordwise pressure coefficient cp, and spanwise
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normal cN and tangential cT force coefficients distributions. The friction coefficient
cf is defined as:

cf D � dus
dn

0:5¡U12
(6.1)

where us is the component of cross sectional velocity tangential to the surface, n is
the direction normal to the blade surface, U1 the cross sectional reference velocity,
� the freestream viscosity and ¡ the density.

The friction coefficient cf along with velocity streamlines are shown in Fig. 6.8
for the 4 wind speeds ranging from 5 to 13 m/s. Contours for cf , obtained only from
the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model, are shown. Analogous behavior is observed
in case of the two equation turbulence models.

It is observed that in the case of 5 and 7 m/s wind speeds, the flow stays fully
attached—except for the inner section, where the cylindrical shape (close to root)
induces local separation. At 10 m/s, according to the SA model prediction, the
previous local separation moves towards the outer span of blade until r=R D 0:95.
The plot for the wind speed of 13 m/s reveals that the flow is completely detached on
the suction side, except for a very narrow region at the blade tip. Further increasing
of the wind speed causes the detached flow area to increase.

An example of pressure coefficient distributions cp located at four blade cross
sections (r/R D 0.30, 0.466, 0.80 and 0.95) and the non-dimensional force coeffi-
cient cN are compared to the experimental data in the Figs. 6.8 and 6.9 for wind

Fig. 6.8 Skin friction coefficient cf and surface streamlines (suction side)
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Fig. 6.9 Pressure coefficient cp and normal force cN distributions at 7 m/s

speeds of 7 and 10 m/s, respectively. The sectional normal force coefficient cN

distributions predictions were obtained by the integration of the cp distributions
along each one of the 100 cross sections employed. Figure 6.9 shows an exemplary
agreement with the experimental data. A slight difference among models is observed
at the 30 % cross section.

As the wind speed increases to 10 m/s the prediction of SA model fails to
reproduce the normal force coefficient distribution, although the k-¨ SST and
EARSM models predictions are still close to the experimental data (Fig. 6.10). The
10 m/s case shows important discrepancies between the cp distribution predicted
and the experimental data for the 46.6 % span section. The experimental data seems
to show a local separation at this section, which is not predicted by numerical
simulations, while a reasonably good agreement with the experimental data is
obtained in the remaining sections.
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Fig. 6.10 Pressure coefficient cp and normal force distributions cN at 10 m/s

Disregarding the 46.6 % span section, a reasonably good agreement between
experimental and numerically predicted cp distributions has been shown for the
turbine operating at wind speeds ranging from 5 to 13 m/s (see Martinez et al.
2015a). Consequently, a flow structure similar to the displayed in Fig. 6.8 is
expected to have been developed during the experimental campaign.

The optimum tip speed ratio is close to 5.4 (wind speed 7 m/s) (Martinez et al.
2015a, b); thus, as the wind speed increases beyond the optimum, the flow separation
comes out on the blade, affecting the rotor performance. It influences the rising
flow structure complexity, and causes difficulties with the prediction accuracy of
the solver. The area of detached flow in the 10 m/s case is quite susceptible of
being decreased by means of rod vortex generator, thus improving the aerodynamic
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performance and delaying the separation as the wind speed increases. When the flow
on the blade is totally detached, however, the application of RVGs is not expected
to bring significant (if any) aerodynamic improvement. Besides, modern horizontal
axis wind turbine rotors equipped with individual pitch control are more likely to
operate with partially flow-separated blades, than in a strong stall situation. Thus
the 10 m/s case is chosen as a reference for a flow control study in wind turbines.

6.4 The S809 Aerofoil (Clean Case)

The NREL Phase VI rotor blades employ the 21 % thickness S809 aerofoil. For
this reason a validation study is performed for this aerofoil. Designed for wind
turbines applications using the Eppler code (Eppler and Somers 1980), a short ramp
of adverse pressure is present on the upper surface of this profile, downstream of
the mid-chord. It promotes an efficient laminar to turbulent transition, followed by
a low drag concave pressure recovery region (Somers 1997).

The S809 aerofoil was tested in the Ohio State University (OSU) and Delft
University of Technology (DUT) facilities and experimental data is available for
several angles of attack (Somers 1997) and Reynolds numbers (Ramsay et al. 1995).
The validation against experimental data was performed for a Reynolds number of
1 � 106 to ensure that the analysis was representative of the studied flow around the
NREL Phase VI blade.

The aerofoil surface was modelled as a non-slip wall. A C type grid was used,
and the farfield was located at 40 chords from the aerofoil. The total computational
cells amount to 0.3 million, distributed into 13 blocks. The S809 aerofoil surface is
defined by 737 � 145 nodes in the wrap-around and normal directions, respectively
(Fig. 6.11).

Fig. 6.11 C type grid around the S809 aerofoil
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Numerical RANS simulations were performed with and without a transition
model. The ” - Re™ transition model is used. This model is based on two transport
equations, one for intermittency, ”, and the second one for the transition momentum
thickness Reynolds number, Re™. For simulations performed without the transition
model, the flow is assumed to be fully turbulent and the one equation Spalart-
Allmaras and the two equation k-¨ SST and EARSM models were employed. The
gamma Reynolds theta transitional model (”- Re™) is adopted together with the
k-¨ SST and the EARSM turbulent models. Additionally, a Hakimi preconditioning
scheme is applied for all the simulations.

Figure 6.12 depicts the evolution of lift cl and drag cd coefficients with respect the
angle of attack. It is apparent that numerical models have a good ability to predict
the lift for moderate angles of attack, but overestimate the value for larger angles.
Considering the drag prediction, the turbulence models including transition effect
have proven to have a better prediction capability.

Comparisons between the predicted pressure coefficient cp distribution along
the aerofoil and experimental data are shown in Fig. 6.13. Two selected angles of
attacks, 4.1 and 13.3ı, are compared. A pressure overestimation is given on the
suction side by the SA model for the 13.3ı angle of attack, while the other two
fully turbulent models provide a good agreement. For the 4.1ı angle of attack, both
transition models are able to predict accurately the laminar separation bubble located
just aft of the mid-chord on the suction side of the aerofoil.

Fig. 6.12 Lift cl and drag cd coefficients versus angle of attack for S809 aerofoil

Fig. 6.13 Pressure coefficient cp distributions for S809 aerofoil
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The better prediction obtained with the 2 equation turbulent models compared
to the 1 equation SA model, makes the former more adequate for the analysis of
the complex flow structure developed inside the boundary layer when flow control
devices are applied. Simulations for RVGs applied on blade are computationally
demanding and only one turbulence model is selected for the further analysis.

The nonlinear constitutive relations of the EARSM model are capable of
reproducing the anisotropy of the stress distribution—which is a very important
feature beyond the possibilities of linear eddy viscosity turbulence models (SA, k-¨
SST)—and makes this model even more suitable for the RVG implementation study.

6.5 The S809 Aerofoil (Flow Control Case)

6.5.1 Basic Configuration

Once the numerical methods have been favourably validated against experimental
data for the NREL Phase VI wind turbine rotor and the S809 profile, the obtained
results can be employed to the rod vortex generators design and optimization.
In particular, the numerical predictions for the S809 aerofoil given by the fully
turbulent EARSM model are employed for the dimensioning of the RVGs (h, D) and
for the optimization of their chordwise location (xRVG/c) and spanwise distribution
(W). Table 6.2 summarizes the parameters of the basic RVG configuration.

Four flow cases are taken into consideration for flow control investigations. All
of them are selected for high inflow angles: 11.2, 12.2, 13.3 and 13.9ı, with the
separation onset located at x=c D 0.88, 0.65, 0.55 and 0.53, respectively. As the
angle of attack increases the separation moves upstream to the mid-chord in the
case of the highest loading considered.

The case of the 13.9ı inflow angle, where the most severe flow conditions exist,
is taken as the reference and the rods are initially located slightly upstream of the
separation onset (xRVG=c D 0:50).

Boundary layer thickness is estimated based on the comparison of simulated
velocity v and ideal velocity vid profiles normal to the wall at a certain location.

Table 6.2 Parametric values for RVG

Parameter Value

Pitch angle, ™ [ı] 45
Skew angle, ’ [ı] 30
Height, h/• [-] 0.36
Diameter, D/• [-] 0.20
Spacing, W/D [-] 10
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The ideal velocity profile can be obtained from the isentropic relation given in Eq.
(6.2) for a constant total pressure P0 (the value outside of the boundary layer):

vid D
" �

P0

P

� ”-1
”

-1

!

2CpT

#1=2

(6.2)

The boundary layer thickness, •, is defined as the distance normal to the wall at
which v D 0:99 � vid. In Eq. (6.2), T is static temperature and P is static pressure.
Coefficient Cp is the heat capacity of the gas at constant pressure and � the heat
capacity ratio. The boundary layer thickness • at the rod location for the reference
case 13.9ı amounts to • � 0:0216 � c and RVGs are scaled according to parameters
established in Table 6.2.

Due to the small spacing among rods (W � 0:043 � c) a large amount of
them would be needed to cover the entire spanwise length of the experimental
models employed by Somers (1997) and Ramsay et al. (1995). Besides, a large
grid clustering is needed in the vicinities and downstream of the rod location in
order to properly capture the development of streamwise vorticity. Additionally,
the complexity of the model to be solved increases rapidly, and the computational
resources needed for the full 3D configuration would be far beyond the available
resources. Therefore, the 3D computational domain was limited to a slice of the
original experimental model, inside which a single rod was placed and the periodic
boundary conditions were applied in the spanwise direction, at lateral surfaces. The
RVGs and aerofoil surface were modelled as walls (Fig. 6.14). The proximities of
the RVG are resolved by means of a butterfly mesh topology.

The computational domain was divided into a total of 29 blocks. Full non
matching boundary (FNMB) connections were applied, so the final number of mesh
cells is 3.3 � 106. The NMB connections were applied at an approximate distance
of 0:13 � c from the aerofoil wall (Fig. 6.14).

Fig. 6.14 Topology and boundary conditions for flow control case
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In order to avoid the influence of grid nodes distribution in the streamwise
direction for the case with and without RVG, the mesh employed for both cases
is the same apart from the blocks with the RVG presence. Thus, the S809 aerofoil
surface is defined by 737 � 145 � 33 nodes in the wrap-around, normal and spanwise
directions, respectively.

Lift cl and drag cd coefficients as a function of the angle of attack, obtained
numerically for both cases (with and without RVG), are compared in Fig. 6.15.
It is shown that for the selected flow cases the application of RVGs provides not
only a higher lift force, but also leads to slight reduction of drag. The maximum
improvement is observed for an angle of attack of 12.2ı, where the lift coefficient
cl is increased by 5.2 % with respect to the clean case and drag is reduced by 1.2 %
(�cl D 5:2%, �cd D �1:2%).

It is important to notice that the RVGs dimensions and spacing are kept constant
at the defined location while the increasing inflow angle influences on boundary
layer development, so the boundary layer thickness • is not the same for all cases.
Thus, for an angle of attack of 11.2ı the ratio RVGs height to boundary layer
thickness is approximately h=ı � 0:47 (• � 0:0165 � c) and for 12.2ı, h=ı � 0:42

(• � 0:0185 � c), thus verifying the low profile VGs condition .h=ı < 0:65/ defined
by Rao and Kariya (1988).

6.5.2 RVGs Chordwise Location

RVGs were initially located slightly upstream of the separation onset for an angle of
attack of 13.9ı, at the chordwise position xRVG=c D 0:50, and designed according
to the local boundary layer height using the parametric values summarized in
Table 6.2. Notwithstanding the aerodynamic performance improvement obtained
by implementing the RVGs at this location, it is prudent to conduct a study of the
chordwise location effect on the devices’ effectiveness. The flow control devices
should be neither positioned too close to the separation (not enough space to
develop vortical structures), nor too far away (vorticity diffusion). Four additional

Fig. 6.15 Lift cl and drag cd coefficients vs angle of attack for clean and flow control cases
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chordwise locations (xRVG=c D 0:35; 0:40; 0:45 and 0:55/ were considered and
rods dimensioned in relation to the local boundary layer height at each one of the
four chordwise locations for a 13.9ı inflow angle. The spacing between rods (W)
was kept the same as for the initial configuration. The number of grid nodes and
spacing was also preserved—except in the region of the device location, where the
refinement is adjusted in order to diminish the grid influence.

A comparison was done for four angles of attack 11.2, 12.2, 13.3 and 13.9ı. As
mentioned above, increasing the inflow angle from 11.2 to 13.9ı enforces earlier
separation, so flow control devices should be located further upstream in order to
improve aerofoil performance.

Lift cl and drag cd variations for the considered RVG locations and inflow angles,
in respect to the case without flow control, are shown in Fig. 6.16. The values
indicate configurations for which the positive or negative effect is obtained. It can
be observed that a lift increase is obtained for all locations and inflow angles, except
for the angle of attack 13.9ı and xRVG=c D 0:55, where RVG is located inside the
separation bubble. A reduction of drag is obtained for certain rods locations and
angles of attack. However, the configuration of maximum lift increase corresponds
with the area of drag reduction, leading to aerodynamic improvement.

When the angle of attack is 11.2ı, the maximum lift is for RVGs located at
xRVG=c D 0:55. The lift decreases as these are moved closer to the leading edge.
Simultaneously, as the RVG location is moved upstream, the drag increases. This
means that even if the higher vorticity is created by the RVG located further
upstream, the streamwise vortices would dissipate faster than if they were located
closer to separation.

A similar effect to the one analysed above is obtained for an inflow angle of 12.2ı.
The maximum improvement in aerodynamic performance by the implementation of
flow control devices is obtained for xRVG=c D 0:50.

As the angle of attack increases to 13.3ı the separation line moves to x=c D 0.55
and the optimum RVG placement is at the mid-chord. Further upstream locations
provide smaller increases in lift (vortices are more dissipated) and higher drag. For

Fig. 6.16 Effect of RVGs chordwise location xRVG/c on cl and cd coefficients
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xRVG=c D 0:55, the lack of distance to the separation onset impedes the development
of the vortex structure and results in a high drag penalty.

Further increasing of the angle of attack up to 13.9ı, leads to a more modest
profit with the RVG inclusion. The RVGs located at xRVG=c D 0:55 show a negative
effect on the aerodynamic performance—which is expected since the devices are
located inside the region of detached flow (separation onset is at x=c D 0:53). At
this inflow angle only RVGs located at mid-chord provide a drag reduction.

Based on the contour map analysis, one can conclude that for the selected
spanwise distance, W � 0:043 � c, the optimum RVG location is at mid-chord,
xRVG=c D 0:50.

6.5.3 RVGs Spanwise Separation

Experimental investigations were conducted to assess the effectiveness of RVGs
by varying different parameters; based on the results of these experimental investi-
gations, it was found that the most effective spanwise distance (W) to rod diameter
(D) ratio is equal to 10. Consequently, this spanwise distance was used together with
the other parameters summarized in Table 6.2 for the initial RVG design. However,
due to another flow conditions investigated in the presented chapter, the four RVG
spacing scenarios (W=D D 7:5; 10; 15 and 20/ are analysed in order to determine
a possible influence on separation. The remaining parameters are kept unchanged.
Grid influence was minimised by keeping the same number of nodes—except in
the spanwise direction, where the number of cells was adjusted according to the
increased spanwise distance.

In Fig. 6.17, contour maps of skin friction coefficient cf on the suction side
of the S809 aerofoil, at the angle of attack 11.2ı, are shown. The case without
RVG is shown at the top; below, the cases for rising RVG spanwise distance are
compared. The skin friction provides information on the shear stresses distribution
and the presence of separation. Additionally, streamlines displayed on top of the
skin friction contours allow one to assess the development of flow patterns on the
aerofoil. In the presented flow control cases, RVGs were located at the optimum
chordwise position previously identified (Sect. 6.5.2): xRVG=c D 0:50.

It is clearly visible in Fig. 6.17 that skin friction along the chord increases
downstream of the RVGs’ location and it is higher than in the case of “uncontrolled”
flow. Narrow regions of lower friction are present in the zones between rods. This
structure is originated by the streamwise vortices. The convected vortices transport
momentum from the outer region of the boundary layer to the layer closer to the
wall on one vortex side, while lifting the boundary layer on the opposite one.

Assuming a spanwise distance equal to 10 rod diameters (reference configura-
tion), the region of detached flow existing in the clean case vanishes and shrunken
backflow zones appear between RVGs at around 75 % of the chord. It is also clearly
visible that a spanwise velocity component is generated by the RVGs, rooted in the
spanwise migration of the created vortices.
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Fig. 6.17 Skin friction coefficient cf and surface streamlines for different RVGs spanwise distance
W/D

When the distance is decreased to 7.5 diameters, the small separation bubbles
between streamwise vortices vanished and no detached flow is noticed. Notwith-
standing this fact, the skin friction contour map reveals that the penetration of
the streamwise vorticity has been shortened in comparison with the reference
configuration (10 � D/. Consequently, a possible interaction of streamwise vortices
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Fig. 6.18 Effect of RVGs spanwise separation W/D in cl and cd coefficients

appeared in the flow for a distance 7:5 � D which could decrease the RVG
effectiveness.

As the separation between rods increases from the reference to 15 diameters,
the length and width of the backflow bubbles located between rods also increases.
The separation onset is moved upstream to 70 % of the chord. Furthermore, for this
RVG configuration, the trailing edge separation was only partially eliminated and
the elongated regions of detached flow in the proximities of the trailing edge still
exist. For a further rods spacing increase to 20�D, one can observe that the previously
described backflow bubbles have merged into a long recirculation region. In any
case, the global separated area is still lower compared to a case without RVG.

In Fig. 6.18, the contourmaps of lift cl and drag cd variations with respect to
the clean case for RVGs at chordwise location xRVG=c D 0:5 are presented. It is
clearly shown that for an angle of attack of 11.2ı a separation of 7.5 rod diameters
provides the minimum drag reduction and lift increase, which strengthen the
previous hypothesis of interaction between streamwise vortices. Spanwise distances
of 10 � D and 15 � D provide the highest increases of lift coefficient for all angles of
attack. However, the implementation of a spanwise distance 10 �D allows for further
decrease of the drag in the studied angles of attack. At 13.3ı the separation has
moves upstream to x/c D 0.55 and the decay of maximum streamwise vorticity in
chordwise direction is more intensive than for lower angles of attack. Nevertheless,
aerodynamic improvement obtained by means of implemented RVG is still positive,
although the global extremum is found for W D 10 � D.

6.6 Conclusions

The numerical simulations carried out for NREL Phase VI rotor configurations
indicated a good agreement of obtained results with experimental data. This
validated the model, and proved its capability to predict aerodynamic performance.
Hence, the validated model was used to investigate rod vortex generators as a
means of improving aerodynamic performance. The effect of RVGs and generated
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streamwise vortices on the separation reduction was analysed on a S809 aerofoil.
Numerical simulations for a blade section defined by the S809 aerofoil were also
validated by experimental data, and the results were considered as the reference
case for the flow control analysis. A study was conducted to analyse the effect of
varying the location and spanwise direction of rod vortex generators: the subsequent
numerical results confirmed the effectiveness of RVGs as a means of flow separation
reduction and increasing aerodynamic performance.
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Chapter 7
Trailing and Leading Edge Flaps for Load
Alleviation and Structure Control

Vladimir Leble and George N. Barakos

Abstract This chapter presents the results of numerical computations for a 10-
MW wind turbine rotor equipped with the trailing and leading edge flaps. The
aerodynamic loads on the rotor are computed using the Helicopter Multi-Block
flow solver. The method solves the Navier-Stokes equations in integral form using
the arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation for time-dependent domains with
moving boundaries. The trailing edge flap was located at 75%R, and the leading
edge flap was located at 60%R, where R is the radius of the blade. The chapter is
divided in the description of employed numerical methods, mesh convergence study,
and the cases with trailing and leading edge flaps. Also, the chapter defines flap
geometry, deformation and frequency of motion. The blade structure was assumed
rigid for all presented cases. The comparison of the flap performance is conducted
using non-dimensional parameters, and conclusions are drawn at the end of the
chapter.

7.1 Numerical Methods

The HMB3 code is a 3D multi-block structured solver for the 3D Navier-Stokes
equations. HMB3 solves the Navier-Stokes equations in integral form using the arbi-
trary Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation for time-dependent domains with moving
boundaries. The solver uses a cell-centred finite volume approach combined with
an implicit dual-time method. Osher’s upwind scheme (Osher and Chakravarthy
1983) is used to resolve the convective fluxes, and MUSCL (Van Leer 1979) variable
extrapolation is used to provide formally third-order accuracy on uniform grids.
Central differencing (CD) spatial discretisation is used for the viscous terms. The
non-linear system of equations that is generated as a result of the linearization
is solved by integration in pseudo-time using a first-order backward difference
method based on Jameson’s pseudo-time integration approach (Jameson 1991). A
Generalised Conjugate Gradient (GCG) method is then used (Eisenstat et al. 1983)
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in conjunction with a Block Incomplete Lower-Upper (BILU) factorisation as a pre-
conditioner. The HMB3 solver has a library of turbulence closures including several
one- and two- equation models. Turbulence simulation is also possible using either
the Large-Eddy or the Detached-Eddy simulation approach (Spalart et al. 1997).
The solver was designed with parallel execution in mind and the MPI library along
with a load-balancing algorithm are used to this end. The flow solver can be used in
serial or parallel fashion for large-scale problems. Depending on the purposes of the
simulations, steady and unsteady wind turbine CFD simulations can be performed in
HMB3 using single or full rotor meshes generated using the ICEM-Hexa tool. Rigid
or elastic blades can be simulated using static or dynamic computations. HMB3
allows for sliding meshes to simulate rotor-tower interaction (Steijl and Barakos
2008). Alternatively, overset grids can be used (Jarkowski et al. 2013). To account
for low-speed flows, the Low-Mach Roe scheme (LM-Roe) developed by (Rieper
2011) is employed for wind turbine cases (Carrión et al. 2013).

The HMB3 CFD solver has so far been validated for several wind turbine cases,
including the NREL Annex XX experiments (Gómez-Iradi et al. 2009), where the
effect of the blades passing in front of the tower was captured. The pressure and PIV
data of the MEXICO project (Carrión et al. 2014) have also been used for validation,
where the wake was resolved on a fine mesh capable to capture and preserve the
vortices downstream the rotor, which enabled the prediction of the onset of wake
instabilities (Carrión et al. 2015).

A new flap deflection algorithm was implemented in HMB3 to allow for arbitrary
flap motion. The algorithm is based on the surface interpolation, where the mean,
maximum, and minimum flap deflections are defined by separate surfaces. Then, the
linear interpolation is employed for each point on the surface between the mean and
deflected shape of the flap. The motion of the flap can be a complex function of time
i.e. not a simple function like sin(!t) or cos(!t). In this case the motion is described
by a Fourier series of arbitrary number of harmonics. It must be noted here, that
since only mean and maximum surfaces are known to the solver, the interpolation
tends to shrink the flap slightly. To understand this behaviour, consider a 2D rod-like
flap shown in Fig. 7.1. As can be seen, the linear interpolation tends to shrink the
flap, but the effect is not pronounced for relatively small angles of deflection.

Fig. 7.1 Schematic of the trailing edge flap, showing mean and maximum negative deflections,
and real and interpolated length of the flap during motion
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The computational mesh is updated at each time step after the deformation of
the surface. The Trans-Finite Interpolation (TFI), described by Dubuc et al. (2000),
is applied to the blocks attached to the deformed surface. The TFI interpolates
the block face deformation from the edge deformations and then the full block
deformation from the deformation of the block faces. The grid deformation uses
a weighted approach to interpolate a face/block from the boundary vertices/surfaces
respectively. The weight depends on the curvilinear coordinate divided by the length
of the curve.

7.2 Numerical Parameters

This work employed the DTU 10 MW reference wind turbine design of Bak
et al. (2013). For all presented cases, the density of air was assumed to be
¡ D 1.225 kg/m3, the dynamic viscosity of the air was � D 1.8 � 10�5 N s/m2, and
the speed of sound was 340 m/s. Further, a fully turbulent flow was assumed with
free-stream level of turbulence of 2.6 % and uniform inflow velocity distribution
was set across the inflow boundary. The k-¨ SST turbulence model was employed
for all tests, unless otherwise stated. The yC parameter was estimated based on the
flat-plate boundary layer theory. For given Reynolds number, inflow velocity U1,
density ¡, dynamic viscosity � and cord length c the yC parameter was computed
in the following steps:

1 Estimate the skin friction coefficient from Schlichting’s correlation:

Cf D Œ2� log10.Re/ � 0:65��2:3 (7.1)

2 Obtain the wall shear stress from the definition of Cf:

�w D Cf � 0:5� �� U21 (7.2)

3 Compute the friction velocity from:

U� D
p

�w=� (7.3)

4 Compute the yC parameter from the definition, where y is the employed spacing
next to the wall:

yC D y � � � U�=� (7.4)

For the presented cases with trailing and leading edge flaps, the inflow wind
speed was set to 11.4 m/s, and the rotational speed of the rotor was set to 9.6 rpm,
giving a tip speed ratio of 7.83.
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7.3 Mesh Convergence Study

The mesh convergence study was performed before various test cases were com-
puted to find the required density of the mesh and cell distribution in the vicinity
of the blade surface. Only 70 % of the blade was modelled for this study—from
0.3R to 1R, where R is the radius of the blade. The flow around the blade was
considered to be periodic in space and time. This allowed the use of the HMB3
“hover” formulation described by Steijl et al. (2006). The formulation includes
a combination of mesh motion and additional source terms in the Navier-Stokes
equations. The spinner was approximated with a long cylinder running parallel to
the flow along the computational domain. The free-stream was kept to the level of
turbulence of 2.6 %, and the k-¨ turbulence model was employed. The conditions
selected for the mesh convergence study are presented in Table 7.1. The domain size
and boundaries are shown in Fig. 7.2, and the results of the mesh convergence study
are presented in Fig. 7.3. This study showed that a mesh density between 3 and 5 M
cells per blade is sufficient to obtain mesh independent solutions.

Table 7.1 Computational
conditions for the mesh
convergence study

Parameter Value

Uwind 11 m/s
Utip 82.437 m/s
RPM 8.836
Retip 34.817ı�ı106

Mtip D Utip/Usound 0.243
œ 7.494
Pitch angle 0ı

Fig. 7.2 Computational domain for mesh convergence study with employed boundary conditions.
Part of the domain removed to expose the blade
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Fig. 7.3 Thrust force (a) and mechanical power (b) as function of computational grid density

Fig. 7.4 Slices through the mesh near the surface of the blade (a); and surface grids (b) for the
9.2 M cell grid

7.4 Computational Grid

Based on the mesh study, a fine mesh consisting of 9.2 M points was constructed and
included the necessary refinement to allow for the flaps. The computational domain
had the same dimensions as for the grid convergence study shown in Fig. 7.2. The
grid included the complete DTU 10 MW RWT blade in a straight configuration (no
pre-bending or pre-coning), and employed an O-grid topology around the aerofoil
sections, as shown in Fig. 7.4a. The first cell wall distance was 10�6c, where
c D 6.206 m is a maximum chord of the blade. The yC parameter for this gird at
rated conditions was 0.2. Figure 7.4b shows the surface grid on the blade for the
9.2 M cells grid.

The blade was modelled in a straight configuration with a simplified nacelle, as
shown in Fig. 7.5. The simplified nacelle shape was obtained by rotating the hub of
the rotor by 180ı.
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Fig. 7.5 Shape of the DTU 10 MW RWT blade with simplified nacelle as employed for the 9.2 M
cells mesh

Fig. 7.6 The location and dimensions of the trailing and leading edge flaps. (a) Location and width
of the flaps. (b) Length of the flaps

7.5 Definition of the Flaps

The DTU 10-MW RWT blade was equipped with leading and trailing edge flaps.
The leading edge (LE) flap was located at 60%R station, and the trailing edge (TE)
flap was located at 75%R. The length of each flap was 10%R, but the width of the
TE flap was 10 % of the local chord, whereas the width of the LE flap was 20 % of
the local chord, as shown in Fig. 7.6a, b. The choice of the TE flap width was made
under the understanding that flaps will be used for load control and elevation. For
the LE flap, it was assumed that its operation is similar but less efficient to that of
the TE flap. The width in this case is increased to 20 % so as to allow larger control
surface and a smooth transition of the surface slope.

The deformation of the flaps was defined with respect to the mean line of the
aerofoils as indicated in Fig. 7.7. The deformation of the mean line was defined by
the shape function � .	/ D ˛	2 .3 � 	/ =2, where 	 2 Œ0; 1� and depends on the
location of the deformed point x, and ˛ is providing the maximum deflection for
given time instance. For the trailing edge flap 	TE D �

x=c � xTE
0

�
=
�
1 � xTE

0

�
, and

for the leading edge flap 	LE D �
xLE

0 � x=c
�

=
�
xLE

0

�
, where xTE

0 and xLE
0 are the x/c

locations of the hinge point for the trailing and leading edge flap, respectively; and
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Fig. 7.7 Definition conditions for the LE (a) and TE (b) flap deformation

Fig. 7.8 Definition of the positive and negative deflection for the LE (a) and TE (b) flap

c is the local chord. From the equation for the shape function it follow that � .	/ 2
Œ0; ˛�. In principle, ˛ � ˛.t/ D ˛m sin .!t/, where ˛m. is the maximum value
of deflection determined by the maximum deflection angle ˇ. Here, the maximum
deflection was obtained as ˛TE

m D �
1 � xTE

0

�
tan .ˇ/ and ˛LE

m D �
xLE

0

�
tan .ˇ/ for

trailing and leading edge flap, respectively. By denoting the point at which the flap
starts with x0, the process to compute flap deflection is as follows: For each point
x > x0, define 	 D 	.x/ based on the length along the chord line; compute point
displacement ˛ based on the maximum deflection angle ˇ and time t; compute shape
function �(	); apply shape function and obtain deformed flap shape.

The flaps were deflected form �10ı to 10ı with the shape and notation presented
in Fig. 7.8. The frequency of flap motion was set to 0.96 Hz, or six times per
revolution.

7.6 Results for the TE Flap

Span-wise load distributions for the DTU 10-MW reference wind turbine equipped
with the trailing edge flap are shown in Fig. 7.9. The Flap oscillates at frequency
0.96 Hz—six times per revolution. The length of each section in radial direction
used in pressure integration is �r D 2:15m.
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Fig. 7.9 Spanwise distribution of thrust force (a), driving force (b) and pitching moment (c) for
DTU blade equipped with TE flap. Flap motion frequency f D 0.96 Hz (6 times per revolution)

7.7 Results for the LE Flap

Span-wise load distributions for the DTU 10-MW reference wind turbine equipped
with the leading edge flap are shown in Fig. 7.10. Flap oscillates at frequency
0.96 Hz—six times per revolution. The length of each section in radial direction
used in pressure integration is �r D 2:15m.

7.8 Comparison of the Performance

In order to conduct a meaningful comparison of the performance of both flaps the
non-dimensional coefficients were used. This was chosen, since flaps are located at
different radial positions and have different inflow conditions. For this, the normal
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Fig. 7.10 Spanwise distribution of thrust force (a), driving force (b) and pitching moment (c) for
DTU blade equipped with LE flap. Flap motion frequency f D 0.96 Hz (6 times per revolution)

force coefficient (CN), tangential force coefficient (CT) and pitching moment
coefficient (CM) were computed. First, the thrust and driving forces were projected
on the normal and tangential directions using local geometrical pitch angle ˛

as:

FN D TF � cos .˛/ C DF � sin .˛/ (7.5)

FT D DF � cos .˛/ � TF � sin .˛/ (7.6)

The thrust (TF) and driving (DF) forces are defined in Fig. 7.11, and were
obtained from the surface pressure integration in the middle of the flap with the
length of the section in radial direction �r D 2:15m. Note, that the geometrical
pitch angle ˛ is defined in Bak et al. (2013), and is constant i.e. it does not change
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Fig. 7.11 Definition of the normal force, tangential force and pitching moment. Quantities shown
in the directions defined as positive

with the flap angle ˇ. Then, the forces and moment were non-dimensionalized
as:

CN D FN

0:5�U2A
(7.7)

CT D FT

0:5�U2A
(7.8)

CM D MP

0:5�U2Ac
(7.9)

where U and A are the geometrical local inflow velocity and the local platform area,
respectively. The inflow velocity is defined as:

U2 D .�r/2 C U2
wind (7.10)

and the platform area is defined as:

A D �r � c (7.11)

where c is the local chord in the middle of the flap.
The obtained coefficients for both flaps as functions of the flap angle ˇ are

compared in Fig. 7.12. As can be seen, the trailing edge flap significantly modifies
all three non-dimensional coefficients. On the other hand, leading edge flap has the
most pronounced effect on the pitching moment coefficient, and almost negligible
(as compared to the TE flap) influence on the normal force coefficient. Further, the
relative change and slope of the pitching moment coefficient is higher for the trailing
edge flap. Finally, both flaps can change the tangential force coefficient, but the TE
flap has higher hysteresis loop, as compared to the results for the LE flap.
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Fig. 7.12 Comparison of the performance of TE and LE flaps based on the non-dimensional
coefficients as function of flap deflection angle. (a) Normal force coefficient. (b) Tangential force
coefficient. (c) Pitching moment coefficient

7.9 Summary

The results showed a significant, but localized effect of the flap deflection on the
distribution of the loads. The trailing edge flap can modify both thrust force and
pitching moment, whereas trailing edge flap mostly affects the pitching moment.
That suggests, that trailing edge flaps can be used to locally change aerodynamic
loads on the blades, possibly eliminating the adverse effect of the blade passing
in front of the tower. On the other hand the leading edge flap can be used to
counter the additional pitching moment created by the deflection of the trailing edge
flap.
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